AGENDA
ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITTEE & ORDINANCE COMMITTEE
TUESDAY, MARCH 15, 2022, 7:00 PM
Meeting to be Held Virtually
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/83871733845

Environmental Committee:

Karen White, Chair
Sim Covington, Jr.
Erich Dittmar
Renée Sutton

1. Facility Conditions Assessment – Multiple Parks Buildings
Last year, the City selected HBT Architects in coordination with M/E Engineering to assess existing
buildings within Northeast, Baker, Sonnenberg, Jefferson, Kershaw and City Pier Parks with the goal
of gaining a better understanding of current conditions, required critical maintenance and updates, and
the associated costs with implementing any recommendations/improvements. A representative from
HBT Architects has been invited to provide a brief overview of the report.
2. Bike Share
The Mayor established a Transportation/Trolley Committee which has been reviewing and discussing
various transportation alternatives that the City could potentially pursue including a bike share
program. The Rochester Genesee Regional Transportation Authority (RTS) obtained a grant to
implement a bike (pedal and electric) share program in numerous towns, villages and cities throughout
the region. RTS has contracted with a bike share firm, HOPR to implement the program. The
Transportation Committee has reviewed this program and recommends that the City contract with
HOPR for a pilot bike share program while the grant funding is available to determine the long-term
viability of such a program. This pilot program will be funded by the grant funds, advertising on the
bikes and stations as well as user fees. The advertising and user fees may be sufficient to fund the
program beyond the initial pilot. A representative from HOPR has been invited to the meeting.
3. July 4th Parade and Fireworks
The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in the cancellation of may cherished public events, including the
City’s July 4th Parade and Fireworks in 2020 and the fireworks in 2021. The 2022 Budget included
funding for fireworks display to return; however, several City Councilmembers expressed concern
about potential environmental impacts to Canandaigua Lake as well as the impact on individuals that
suffer from PTSD, pets and wildlife. Further, the floats/barge the City has utilized in the past for the
fireworks display is beyond repair and needs to be replaced. In regard to the parade, the consultant
that has organized and operated the annual parade has indicated that they will no longer be able to
complete this work as its staff would like to enjoy the holiday instead of work. It is also becoming
increasingly difficult for the City to properly staff the events of the day due to the same issue. As
planning for July 4th will begin very shortly, a discussion and decision regarding the parade and
fireworks needs to occur.

As residents, city staff and appointed & elected officials of the City of Canandaigua,
our decisions and actions will be guided by these Core Values: Responsive, Participatory Governance; Caring & Respect;
Integrity; Heritage; Stewardship; and Continuous Improvement.

Ordinance Committee:

Renée Sutton, Chair
Sim Covington, Jr.
Erich Dittmar
Karen White

1. Bicycles in Downtown Business District
§271-4 of City Code prohibits the operation of bicycles, skateboards or scooters on the street or
sidewalks within the Downtown Business District. (South of Greig Terrace/Gorham Street, north of
Antis/Saltonstall Street, east of Bemis Street, west of Center and Lafayette Street). In consideration of
the proposed bike share program and the potential for increased bicycle traffic within the community
in general as well as within the Downtown Business District, a discussion regarding whether to affirm
or change this ordinance is necessary.
Next Meeting: April 19th
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View of Kershaw Park bath house

INTRODUCTION
In July 2021, the City of Canandaigua issued an RFP for design
professional services related to the assessment of existing
buildings at six City parks: Northeast, Baker, Sonnenberg,
Jefferson, Kershaw, and City Pier Park. The City stated a
desire to understand the current condition of the selected
buildings, required critical maintenance and updates, and
the costs associated with implementing any improvements.
HBT Architects responded to the RFP with M/E Engineering,
and was selected by City Council in early August 2021. HBT
and M/E subsequently made an initial field visit to all the
buildings in early October. No subsequent visit were made
prior to the writing of this report.
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Members of the design team met with Stephanie Crim
(Parks Supervisor) to tour all the buildings in question.
Ms. Crim relayed information about operation, condition,
and use at each park to give some context to the building
investigation. This forms the basis of the context for the
report related to necessary programming improvements,
or critical maintenance and upgrades to support increased
resident rental and use.
Due to the age and nature of the buildings, existing
documentation has not been available for design team
review, therefore observations made during the initial walkthrough form the basis for estimated areas and quantities.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The buildings range in vintage and condition across all six
parks. To maintain functionality, and to increase resident use
of the buildings, this investigation finds that some level of
intervention is required in all the buildings, with the exception
of Northeast Park. Each building is addressed in the body of
the report, with specific detail as to the deficiencies (if any),
and the recommended improvements.

For parks where increased resident usage is desired Sonnenberg, Baker, and Jefferson - aesthetic and finish
improvements are needed to make the shelters and
their immediate sites attractive for gatherings and other
programming. In the former two examples, the design team
also considered complete replacement of the buildings due
to the overall condition and feedback from the City.

If there is a common theme in the architectural condition of
the buildings, it is the deterioration caused by inadequate
roof and site drainage. This is the basis for most of the repair
and improvement costs under the general trades. Addressing
these issues at the very least serves to limit further damage
in affected areas, though repairs would still be necessary.

The M/E/P narrative within addresses the various system
improvements required across the six parks buildings,
which in general is the level of intervention necessary for the
architectural components.

PROBABLE COST SUMMARY
Utilizing recent project cost data, the design team compiled
an estimate of probable cost for each building. The figures
below are inclusive of both architectural and MEP items
as outlined in this report. Please see the appendix for the
related cost breakdown.

Please note that the cost data is based on projects already
awarded for construction, and may not reflect market
conditions at the time of this report, or at the time that any of
the improvements list are actually undertaken.

Sonnenberg Park - Renovation .................................$266,602 Jefferson Park - Renovation .....................................$275,803
Sonnenberg Park - New Build Option (2,000 SF) ......$277,750 Jefferson Park - Optional Improvements ...................$74,415
Baker Park - Renovation ...........................................$295,631 City Pier Park - Renovation .........................................$33,856
Baker Park - New Build Option (3,500 SF)................$460,000
Kershaw Park - Renovation.......................................$121,463
Northeast Park - Renovation ......................................$41,652

View of Baker Park outdoor pavilion
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View of Sonnenberg Park pavilion
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SONNENBERG PARK
Sonnenberg Park is located at the corner of Charlotte and
Howell Streets, northeast of North Main Street (Route 332)
through the City of Canandaigua. The park is approximately
8.6 acres bordering on mostly residential areas, with the
exception of Sonnenberg Gardens to the northeast. The
park contains a number of amenities in addition to parking:
the shelter which is the subject of this report, skating area,
playgrounds, a gazebo, ball field, open fields, a walking trail
and eight new pickleball courts.
At the time of the team’s visit, a Wednesday morning, the
pickleball courts were in heavy use by an organized league.
No other amenities were in use, and only 1-2 other residents
were observed in the park, either walking alone or with a
dog.
The shelter that is part of this study is located in a denser area
of amenities, adjacent to the playgrounds, courts, skating
area, and gazebo. To the north, the park opens to fields. The
shelter is located closer to the south end of the park, but is
still approximately 300 feet from the parking lot. There is no
direct, paved route to the shelter from the parking lot. The
building is ringed by a narrow asphalt walk.
The shelter is octagonal in plan, encompassing approximately
1,240 gross square feet. The exterior of the shelter is
textured wood panel, on a masonry foundation. The roof is
asphalt shingle with wood eaves and fascia. There are three
pedestrian doors into the building, all metal, and one coiling
overhead door, presumably intended for large gatherings.

Sonnenberg: General View of shelter

Sonnenberg: Detail of settled pavement at door threshold

The exterior envelope does not appear to be insulated. If
there is insulation within the studs, it is ineffective as Ms.
Crim stated that all the buildings are winterized to prevent
water line rupture in cold weather. There is also evidence of
wind-driven water infiltration through at least the overhead
door, indicating air infiltration is also likely to be prevalent.
The wood siding is predominantly physically intact, although
the painted finish is not consistent and shows signs of
deterioration. The base of the wood panel exterior exhibits
deterioration, some significant, from water damage.
Components of the wood trim, especially adjacent to
Sonnenberg: Detail of residual moisture and wall damage
openings, show signs of extensive water damage and
deterioration, even when the trim does not reach finished
grade or foundation elements.
Splashing from the roof runoff is also likely contributing to
the decay of the wood components, whether from warmThe presence of standing moisture close to the foundation, weather rain events or drifting during the winter. Although
but drying out within a few feet away from the building, the standing moisture is evident on all eight sides of the
indicates stormwater is draining towards the foundation. building, it is especially noticeable on the north and northeast
This is likely due to two factors: 1.) the perimeter asphalt elevations, where moss and mildew extend up from the
walk is not graded properly or has settled since construction, asphalt walk, onto the foundation wall, and 1-2 feet up onto
causing poor drainage at the foundation wall, and 2.) there is the wood siding, where deterioration is visible.
no gutter and downspout system from the roof, exacerbating
the prevalence of water at grade.
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This location represents the convergence of factors The interior of the building is centered around the main
mentioned above, as well as lack of exposure to sunlight to gathering space, with unfinished concrete floors and
allow the building and sidewalk to effectively dry out.
wood paneled walls. Interior spaces included storage for
maintenance and unused event items, and a restroom.
It should also be noted that the settling of the pavement Given that the octagonal space is open to the trusses and
around the shelter to below the level of the interior slab is underside of roof deck, the smaller enclosed spaces do not
an accessibility concern, as the remaining edge between the extend to the roof above, and their ceilings are suspended
two surfaces is not legally negotiable for a wheelchair user. between the interior and exterior walls. These spaces are
utilitarian, similar in finish to the main gathering space, and
In conjunction with the lack of pavement to reach the shelter are not intended for prolonged occupancy.
from the parking area, the most serious shortcomings
for accessibility involve being able to reach and enter the Programmatically, Ms. Crim relayed that the building
building.
underserves the park’s needs and aesthetic. This being a
large park in a residential area, the shelter is outdated and
The building roof structure utilizes a single central pole for poorly finished to support residents’ gatherings and is not
bearing radiating trusses from the center to the exterior sought after from this perspective. Given that the pickleball
walls. These trusses appear to be in good condition, and do courts receive more use, there is a disparity between the
not exhibit any signs of degradation or damage. The floor condition of these compared to the shelter.
also appears to be in good condition.
Additional infrastructure such as lighting would support
The openings are suspect for water infiltration and damage, extended use of the shelter, attracting more residents with
particularly the overhead coiling door. The other three the comfort of providing a safe location for gathering. Security
pedestrian doors – two into the main space, and one into cameras are a common need at the parks structures, for
a restroom – are functional but exhibit degradation where both when the shelters are in use via rental, and overnight
water is continually present at the exterior. The overhead when trespassing and vandalism are concerns.
door is original to the building, and is likely beyond its useful
lifespan. The perimeter of the door allows significant air
infiltration as well as the water mentioned above.

Sonnenberg: View of interior
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Sonnenberg: View of overhead door enclosure
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Recommendations for renovation:
Optional architectural improvements:
If the City wishes to keep the building in its current form, a
significant “face lift” is needed not only to address critical • Reduce space allocated to storage to allow additional
maintenance items, but provide a refreshed amenity for City
area for gathering;
residents.
• Provide additional overhead door (or pairs of swing
doors) to expand use of shelter and make connections to
Based on the design team’s observations and knowledge of
adjacent amenities, mainly on north and east elevations.
the intended programmatic usage, the suggested minimum
architectural improvements are as follows (please see In the event that the exterior bearing component suffer from
the following sections on building systems for M/E/P water damage and require replacement, the City may find that
recommendations):
the scope of these improvements exceeds their threshold for
a value add to the existing building, or that a new aesthetic is
• Remove and replace pavement around building to needed to boost interest in renting the shelter at Sonnenberg
facilitate access and improve drainage;
Park. In this case, a new structure should be designed to
• As part of pavement removal, investigate foundation wall remedy all these issues.
and provide damp-proofing against masonry to prevent
further water infiltration;
Our understanding is that the City does not desire to provide
• Provide an accessible, properly graded, and well-lit full-service shelter in most cases (i.e. including heating/
sidewalk from the parking lot to the shelter;
cooling, sinks or other amenities). A relatively simple,
• Remove and replace all exterior sheathing, including rectangular shelter could be provided on a slab-on-grade,
textured wood panels, fascia, trim, and eaves. Both consistent with other municipal parks. This plan layout would
exterior load-bearing and infill framing will need to facilitate more efficient space for picnic tables, separate
be evaluated via destructive investigation prior to restrooms, windows, covered exterior spaces, and so on.
determining if it may remain;
• Remove and replace interior wall paneling to address
water damage;
• Add gutters and downspouts on the full perimeter of
the building to correct roof drainage issues onto the
pavement below;
• Replace all exterior doors as part of exterior envelope
rehabilitation;
• Paint interior for consistent appearance.
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BAKER PARK

Baker: General view of pavilions, with breezeway

Baker: View of enclosed pavilion

Baker Park is located between Buffalo Street and Holiday
Lane, southwest of North Main Street (Route 332) through
the City of Canandaigua. The park is approximately 23.3 acres
bordering residential areas. The park contains a number of
amenities in addition to parking: the complex which is the
subject of this report, playgrounds, ball fields, open areas, a
walking trail and tennis and basketball courts.

to remain on the wall longer, rather than being exposed
and drying out after a rain event. Over time, this remaining
moisture will allow growth of moss or mold, and in colder
weather could contribute to freeze-thaw action on the
masonry.

The roof structure for the pavilions is identical to Sonnenberg
– a central post supports radiating trusses to the external
At the time of the team’s visit, only the playground was in use bearing wall. The structure of the breezeway is not clear, but
by young families. No other amenities were in use.
given the geometry we can safely assume there are trusses
bridge the width, with bearing on the small enclosure
The building complex on the site is located roughly central underneath (housing a former ticket booth) and across the
to the footprint of the park as a whole, at the terminus of the opening to the east pavilion.
main entrance road from Buffalo Street, the parking lot, and
drop-off circle. The buildings are directly accessed from the The trusses observed at the exposed picnic pavilion, as well
drop-off circle, via an accessible sidewalk and curb cut to the as those observed inside the enclosed pavilion (via ceiling
vehicular pavement. The complex is surrounded by mostly access panel) appear in good condition. From the exterior,
paved pedestrian areas, with smaller planting beds.
it’s possible to see that the roof surface is inconsistent
and sags in some locations, presumably between trusses.
The buildings are two octagonal pavilions connected by However, the fascia also appears to sag on some elevations,
a straight breezeway. Only the east pavilion is enclosed, which might indicate instability in the bearing wall, the truss,
the other is an open picnicking area. The footprint of each or the intermediate framing that supports the fascia. Inside
octagonal pavilion is approximately the same as that of the the enclosed pavilion, above the ceiling and where the roof
shelter at Sonnenberg (1,240 gross square feet), and appears deck is visible, there is some evidence of water infiltration in
to be of the same vintage although these are masonry wall the field of the roof.
construction, with a split-rib concrete block finish on the
exterior. The doors are all hollow metal. The roof material is The enclosed east pavilion contains a gathering space,
asphalt shingle, with a wood fascia and eaves (where eaves separate gendered restrooms, and a storage space that
or soffit panels are present).
separated from the gathering space by a plywood and wire
partition. The restrooms are separate by CMU walls from the
Despite the use of masonry as an exterior wall type in this remainder of the program. The finishes in the gathering space
case, there is still evidence of water infiltration through this are painted block walls, painted concrete slab-on-grade, and
system, and the exterior face exhibits slow drying compared a spline ceiling attached to plywood and the underside of
to the rest of the wall. This is again most likely due to the the trusses above. Unlike Sonnenberg, this gathering space
lack of proper surface drainage at pavement and adjacent does not have a large opening to the exterior to facilitate
grades, and the absence of gutters to divert roof runoff. It’s large groups of people. Instead it is limited to singlealso plausible that rough surface of the block enables water person entrances with a glass-block sidelight at each door
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to provide natural light when the doors are closed. Overall,
the gathering space is extremely utilitarian, reinforced by
the plywood and wire fence separating this room from the
storage area.

The restrooms are a similar utilitarian aesthetic, which is
typical for a seasonal park shelter. There were no major
deficiencies observed, other than the age of the materials,
finishes, and fixtures. Please see the following building
systems narrative for additional observations about the
Observations above the ceiling, as well as in reviewing the M/E/P systems.
current layout, indicate that the present configuration was
added after the original construction. The plywood and wire The open picnicking pavilion does not include any masonry
partition is clearly not original, and from the ceiling cavity for support, the trusses are instead carried out to wood
above it can be surmised that the spline ceiling was added columns at each corner point, which are anchored to the slab
later, as the trusses and high ceiling are painted.
with steel sleeves welded to angles. The beams between
columns appear to carry the full width of the surface between
The storage area exhibits similar finishes and condition, trusses; whether or not there is additional framing between
and includes a pair of doors to the exterior, although this is is unknown; none were exposed. Even inside the enclosed
currently partially blocked by a bicycle rack and has three pavilion, the intermediate roof area is only painted sheathing.
flush bolts on the interior for security.
Programmatically and similar to Sonnenberg Park, Ms. Crim
relayed that the building underserves the park’s needs and
aesthetic. This being a large park in a residential area, the
shelter is outdated and poorly finished to support residents’
gatherings and is not sought after from this perspective.
Additional infrastructure such as lighting would support
extended use of the shelter, attracting more residents with
the comfort of providing a safe location for gathering. Security
cameras are a common need at the parks structures, for both
when the shelters are in use via rental, and overnight when
trespassing and vandalism are concerns. Some security
cameras are already installed at Baker Park due to security
concerns.

Baker: View of gathering space

Baker: View of gathering space in use for camp
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Recommendations for renovation
If the City wishes to keep the building in its current form,
a significant “facelift” is needed not only to address critical
maintenance items, but provide a refreshed amenity for
City residents. Based on the design team’s observations
and knowledge of the intended programmatic usage, the
suggested minimum architectural improvements are as
follows (please see the following sections on building
systems for M/E/P recommendations):
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Optional architectural improvements:
•
•

Reduce space allocated to storage to allow additional
area for gathering;
Provide additional overhead door (or pairs of swing
doors) to expand use of shelter and make connections to
adjacent amenities, mainly on north and east elevations.

In the event that the exterior bearing component suffer from
water damage and require replacement, the City may find that
Remove and replace pavement immediately around the scope of these improvements exceeds their threshold for
building to facilitate access and improve drainage;
a value add to the existing building, or that a new aesthetic is
As part of pavement removal, investigate foundation wall needed to boost interest in renting the shelter at Baker Park.
and provide dampproofing against masonry to prevent In this case, a new structure should be designed to remedy
further water infiltration;
all these issues.
Provide an accessible, properly graded, and well-lit
sidewalk around the perimeter of the shelter;
Our understanding is that the City does not desire to provide
Mount a weather-proof rainscreen system over full-service shelter in most cases (i.e. including heating/
the existing masonry exterior walls. Exterior load- cooling, sinks or other amenities). A relatively simple,
bearing walls will need to be evaluated via destructive rectangular shelter could be provided on a slab-on-grade,
investigation to determine if it may remain;
consistent with other municipal parks. This plan layout would
Investigate structure of roof field to determine if facilitate more efficient space for picnic tables, separate
reinforcement or additional framing is needed;
restrooms, windows, covered exterior spaces, and so on.
Replace existing asphalt shingle roofing;
Add gutters and downspouts on the full perimeter of
the building to correct roof drainage issues onto the
pavement below;
Replace all existing wood fascia and soffits (to eliminate
areas for bird nests);
Replace all exterior doors as part of exterior envelope
rehabilitation;
Paint interior for consistent appearance.

Baker: Detail view of roof edge and standing moisture
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APPENDIX
NORTHEAST
- ITEMIZED
PARK
ESTIMATES OF PROBABLE COST
Northeast Park is located on Chapel Street, in the northeast
corner of the City limits. The park is approximately 38.5 acres
bordering developed and undeveloped residential areas. The
park contains a large parking lot, the utility and restroom
building which is the subject of this report, soccer fields, and
open fields on the clear portion of the lot; the remainder, in
fact the majority of the land, is wooded or wetland.
This park is owned by the Canandaigua City School District,
but there is an agreement between the District and the City
for use and maintenance of the soccer fields and the building
proper. According to Ms. Crim, the District has first right
to use of the fields at any given time, and the City may be
interested in extracting itself from this agreement to save
costs attributed to maintenance.
At the time of the team’s visit, the park was not in use.

Northeast: General view

The support building is located at the south end of the
parking lot, directly accessible from the parking and fields.
The sidewalk has curb cuts, ramps, and warning pads for
wheelchair or visually-impaired users. There is a drop-off
loop to the south of the building, but no sidewalk directly
from this area to the building. All access to the building is via
the vehicular parking lot.
The building itself is approximately 900 gross square feet,
and was constructed in 2008. The exterior walls are singlewythe red (stained or painted) split-faced concrete block, and
support a wood roof truss system. The roof is a standing seam
metal system, with metal fascia, vented soffits, and gutters
with downspouts to below grade. The interior partitions are
standard concrete block. The exterior walls have glass block
windows at select locations. The building contains gendered
restrooms accessible only from the exterior, an equipment
storage and utility area with an overhead door providing
access to the exterior, and a separate, insulated room for
the soccer field irrigation system. No other portion of the
building is insulated.
Overall, the building is in good condition and requires very
little in the way of improvements at this time. On the exterior,
the red block finish is chipped in some locations, but does
not present a structural concern. There is limited need for
repointing in the horizontal joints. Some efflorescence is
visible but may be addressed by cleaning. The loose lintels at
the windows show signs of oxidation, but do not appear to be
a structural concern at this time. There is no staining visible
due to this condition. There is staining visible at an outlet
from the irrigation space, indicating that water remains on
the exterior wall for an extended period of time due to the
rough texture of the block. This is an aesthetic issue.
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Northeast: View of east elevation

Similar to the older buildings at Sonnenberg and Baker
Parks, there is evidence of standing water or moisture at
the joint between the building foundation wall, and adjacent
sidewalk. There is no seal at this joint, and a consistent
buildup of moss around the perimeter.
There are also signs of water staining the sidewalk
approximately two feet away from the building wall. The
building does have gutters and down spouts, however we
suspect that the gutters are set too low for the standing
seam roof, causing water to overshoot the gutters in a
heavy rain event. This impacts the sidewalk but also pushes
additional moisture back towards the building and into the
aforementioned joint at the base of the wall.
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All the doors into the building are hollow metal. The
overhead garage door is insulated but there are noticeable
gaps at the jambs, which allow substantial air and moisture
infiltration. Since the building is not conditioned, this does
not affect interior comfort or finishes but over time may
lead to concrete floor or block degradation due to freeze/
thaw cycles. The door components will also start to rust with
enough exposure to moisture, especially on a north elevation.
The exterior wood casing at the garage door is significantly
weathered, despite the fact that it faces north.
The restrooms appear in good working order, with the
exception of two items. The exhaust fans are too strong and
cause the doors to be difficult to open. This is a challenge
for an able-bodied person, therefore it is in excess of what is
allowed for accessibility. A correction to the exhaust system
is required, or louvers could be added to the door or exterior
wall to offset this condition. There is also cracking in the
gypsum board ceiling along panel joints. There is no evidence
of moisture infiltration or staining, therefore we suspect this
is an issue caused by movement.

Northeast: View of bathroom ceiling drywall joints

Unless there is movement or deflection in the roof trusses,
this may be caused by vibration from the adjacent exhaust
fan. It appears that the finish is inconsistent already at these
cracks, indicating it had been addressed previously.
Recommendations for renovation
If the City wishes to maintain responsibility in upkeep of this
building, some minor maintenance is needed. Based on the
design team’s observations and knowledge of the intended
programmatic usage, the suggested minimum architectural
improvements are as follows (please see the following
sections on building systems for M/E/P recommendations):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Northeast: View of overhead door
Northeast: Interior view of overhead
jamb, showing deterioration of finish door jamb, showing gap

Raise gutters to eliminate roof drainage overshoot;
Provide new metal or fiber-cement trim at overhead
door perimeter, with brick mold and gasket to prevent
water/air infiltration;
Balance exhaust system in restrooms to allow proper
door operation for users;
Repair cracks in restroom ceilings;
Clean exterior of split-face CMU, repoint where needed,
touch-up stain/paint for consistent appearance;
Add splash block or diverter at irrigation outlet to direct
water away from the building when in use.
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JEFFERSON PARK
The park is located at the corner of Jefferson Avenue and
Tillotson Street, about a third of a mile east of North Main
Street. The park is 8.2 acres, and contains a parking lot, skate
park, two baseball fields, a playground, and a tennis court,
plus the recreational and storage building included in this
report. The park abuts single- and multi-family residential,
and vacant or industrial uses to the east. At the time of the
team’s visit, no portion of the park was in use.
The building is situated close to Jefferson Avenue, on the
western side of the park. The building was constructed in
the early 1980s, with the north wing first, followed by the
southern portion. It is accessed from the parking lot by an
aged asphalt walk, which technically accessible from the
parking lot, although accessibility into the building is not
possible for wheelchair users due to the grading adjacent to
the building.

Jefferson: General view

The grading around the building is generally lower
immediately adjacent to the structure, causing wet conditions
even when there has not been a recent rain event. This may
impact uses of the building and circulation around it, and
potentially has impact on the foundation, with regard to
freeze/thaw conditions. Whether this is caused by settling, or
was a result of the original site design, the grading adjacent
to the building needs correction where the sidewalk to the
entrance has settled below the elevation of the interior floor
slab.
The building is constructed of concrete block bearing walls,
with an unknown roof framing system (presumably wood
trusses) spanning between the exterior walls. Exterior
doors are hollow metal, and all windows are glass block.
The exterior wall is a multi-wythe assembly of the concrete
block, and brick layer outboard of the floor slab perimeter,
supported by steel angle ledgers.
The brick does not extend full height to the underside of
the roof system, but terminates at the top of the door and
window openings (approximately 6’-8”) and is capped with
light gauge, brake-formed trim. The roof is standing seam
metal with snow guards and wood fascia, replaced within
the last decade. The soffits appear to be original, or of older
vintage. The building geometry creates two gable-end roofs
of unequal length, with a small connecting roof in between.
The gable ends of the roofs are clad in textured wood. The
entire masonry and wood façade of the building was repainted within the last decade, likely when the roof was
completed.

Jefferson: Exterior view showing gable layout on the building, as well as
depressed grade area retaining water.

The roof and fascia appear to be in excellent condition. There
is no evidence of leaks or water infiltration on the interior
related to the roof. There are no gutters or downspouts on the
building, a condition that no doubt contributes to the residual
moisture in the surrounding grass, and the drip lines in the
adjacent grass.

Jefferson: Detail view of brick cladding damage, with crack telegraphing up
building corner at brick joints.

CITY OF CANANDAIGUA, NEW YORK
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The masonry cladding has been painted numerous times, and
the coatings are now adhering only to previous layers of paint
that were likely not removed prior to painting. Particularly
at mortar joints, the coating is cracking, which aside from
the aesthetic appearance has the potential to allow water
infiltration behind the paint, and deeper into the building.
The brick cladding also exhibits cracking, particularly at
the corners. In some locations, the lowest portion of brick
veneer at the corner is missing, as a result of mowing
equipment damage, or perhaps extensive cracking over time
and freezing conditions.
The brick corners are also not detailed per common,
contemporary practice – a control joint would typically be
placed within a short distance of one side of the corner. This
allows the two faces to move independently depending on
temperature, humidity, exposure, and so on. In this case,
the brick turns the corner monolithically, and is secured to
the backup wall without relief. When the two sides move or
expand in opposing directions, the forces will resolve along
the weakest lines – shear bricks, or along mortar joints. Both
are observed here, on the original north wing of the building.
The interior of the building is spacious but utilitarian with
no signs of recent use. Both of the wings are mainly open,
with smaller storage rooms in the north wing, as well as
restroom facilities. The finishes are minimal, with painted
concrete block walls, plaster or gypsum board ceilings, and
an unfinished concrete floor. Walls in the south wing have
sound attenuation panels, but these do not appear to be
recent installation.

Jefferson: View of gathering space

Jefferson: View of gathering space

The interior spaces are serviceable with some minor
improvements, however Ms. Crim stated that there is a
desire to provide additional amenities to attract use, such
as a kitchenette. Therefore, the approach to rehabilitation
of this building includes enhancements above and beyond
the other Parks buildings in this report. Given the size and
configuration of the building, it’s possible that two events
could be held simultaneously, one in each wing.
Jefferson: Detail view of threshold,
note this is not ADA-compliant

CITY OF CANANDAIGUA, NEW YORK
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Recommendations for renovation
Based on the design team’s observations and knowledge of
the intended programmatic usage, the suggested minimum
architectural improvements are as follows (please see
the following sections on building systems for M/E/P
recommendations):
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Optional improvements:
•
•
•
•

Add gutters and downspouts to eliminate roof drainage
on surrounding landscape;
Brick veneer: Remove all paint/coatings, re-point where
necessary, provide control joints at corners to alleviate •
stress and cracking. Perform spot-check on integrity of
brick ties to masonry backup wall, and of ledger angle; •
Remove exterior door in existing men’s restroom and
infill with similar exterior wall construction;
Provide new kitchenettes in each wing (two total) – City
to determine full extent of amenity but provide sink and
approximately ten feet of countertop;
Add new single-user restrooms in south wing of building
to facilitate events;
Strip and refinish concrete floor in entire building;
Patch, repair and paint walls throughout building;
Provide new lighting throughout building;
Replace walk from parking lot to north entrance, properly
graded for drainage and accessibility. Provide sidewalk
around to south entrance to facilitate loading and guests
from parking lot without having to walk across grass;
Replace exterior doors and hardware with narrow-lite,
hollow-metal units;
Provide security cameras and additional exterior lighting
to address security concerns.

CITY OF CANANDAIGUA, NEW YORK
PARKS BUILDINGS FACILITY CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT

Provide additional paved areas outside main entrances
to facilitate gathering as part of events;
Replace textured wood gables with fiber-cement siding;
Add vinyl wall base throughout building;
Provide drainage rock strip landscaping along base
of wall, full perimeter of building, to reduce mowing
equipment activity immediately adjacent to the exterior
wall;
Increase density of electrical receptacles in gathering
spaces;
Provide additional openings in exterior wall for exiting
separate gathering spaces, and to encourage use of
exterior space.

HBT ARCHITECTS + M/E ENGINEERING
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CITY PIER PARK

City Pier: General view of restroom building from the street, highlighting
moisture “halos” at bench and trash receptacle.

City Pier: Detail view of masonry deterioration behind bench.

The restroom building at City Pier, on the north shore of
Canandaigua Lake, is approximately 500 gross square feet.
In addition to housing gendered restrooms, the building
contains a mechanical and storage room, and houses a lakelevel monitoring station.

The condition and potential for damage at the exterior block
veneer is exacerbated by salting and roof drainage around
the perimeter. Moisture was observed on the block on all
four sides of the building. Discoloration from salting was
observed on the block within the vestibule, away from the
main pier sidewalk, and on the main face of the building.
Damage from salt or moisture over time was observed
behind the bench and the trash receptacle, evidenced by
pieces of the block and mortar lying at the base of the wall.
Heavy “halos” of moisture were observed behind the bench
and trash receptacle, indicating that the presence of site
furniture immediately against the building is preventing
drying and facilitating mildew growth.

The building is accessed from sidewalks around its perimeter,
connecting to pier pedestrian. The curbs are lowered at
either end of the paved area around the building, with cane
detection pads. The main sidewalk is approximately four feet
from the curb, providing a sufficient walking area, but one
that is reduced by the bench and trash receptacles stationed
adjacent to the building. This places pedestrians closer to
traffic.
The building construction is concrete masonry bearing wall
supporting an unknown roof structure, likely wood trusses.
The roof system is architectural asphalt shingle, with painted
wood fascia and trim. There are no gutters and downspouts
on the building. The interiors are painted concrete block with
terrazzo or epoxy floors, vinyl wall base, and painted gypsum
board ceilings.

The lack of structured roof drainage contributes to the
additional moisture on the walls, as well as on the pedestrian
sidewalk facing the street. There is a clear line on the
sidewalk from this, and the issue can create ice buildup
in cold weather and eventually impact the integrity of the
concrete sidewalk.

Recommendations for renovation
Based on the design team’s observations, the suggested
Overall the building is in fair condition. This is a facility that minimum architectural improvements are as follows (please
sees seasonal use but is open to the weather on a daily basis see the following sections on building systems for M/E/P
during that time. Being an unmonitored public amenity, this recommendations):
also exposes the facility to harsher treatment and heavier
traffic despite the fact that the fixtures and finishes are • Add gutters and downspouts to eliminate roof drainage
utilitarian and durable. There is heavy wear at the restroom
on surrounding sidewalk and landscape;
fixtures from consistent, repeated use and presence of water. • Re-paint fascia, trim and soffits at roof line;
This has caused delamination of the wall base, and rust on • Relocate bench and trash receptacles away from building
the door frames.
to promote drying on the block walls and allow for wider
pedestrian circulation;
The wall assembly is likely only single-wythe, with the • Re-paint interior walls;
exterior being a unique split-rock texture, similar to split-rib • Replace interior wall base;
masonry but modified so that the ribs are offset to replicate • Clean interior flooring, or provide durable industrial
a natural, rusticated stone appearance. This provides an
coating to prevent further degradation;
interesting texture from a distance, but as with all textured • Investigate base course of block at vestibule for water or
masonry, moisture is retained in the roughened surface. This
salt damage. This appears to be superficial but physical
allows the veneer to stay wetter longer, and contributes to
deterioration of the block elsewhere is a cause for
moss growth and potential damage from freeze-thaw if ice
concern.
can sit on the ledges of the blocks.
CITY OF CANANDAIGUA, NEW YORK
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KERSHAW PARK
This condition might be caused by the size of the roof
tributary area and drainage overshooting the gutter, or the
downspout’s route slows down water flow to the storm drain,
causing backup and spillage into the corner. As the sidewalk
is stained, it’s safe to assume water ponds here after a
storm either from this condition, or improper drainage in the
sidewalk surface. This issue needs to be resolved to prevent
mold growth, water entering the building via weeps at the
base of the wall, and ice damage at the various envelope
Aside from the bathhouse, the park contains numerous components.
shelters, a gazebo, playground, walking path, beach
access, and small craft access. There are two parking lots, The interior of the building is organized around a main hall
and additional parallel stalls along Lakeshore Drive. The that contains lockers, with gendered changing rooms and
bathhouse requires residence or a fee for beach access, and restrooms for visitors on either side. A small office serves as
as such as the beach and adjacent amenities such as café the control point for beach-side access. On either side facing
and water craft rental is fenced off from the remainder of the lake, there are staff and support areas – storage, park
maintenance, offices, and the back-of-house for the café.
the park.
The bathhouse sits centrally in Kershaw Park, which is a
linear park located at the north end of Canandaigua Lake,
accessed via Lakeshore Drive. The building is situated close
to Lakeshore Drive, with a drop-off area parallel to the
east-bound drive lanes. There is no curb cut and ramp for
handicap access at the drop off, however there are multiple
accessible pathways from the nearby sidewalks and adjacent
parking lot.

The bathhouse was constructed in 1996 and is approximately
3,700 gross square feet in area, in a single, tall story. Although
original drawings were not available, the construction appears
to be concrete block bearing walls with a wood roof truss
system. The exterior cladding is a mix of face brick, precast
concrete, and wood siding and trim. The roof is architectural
shingle with wood fascia and vented soffits. Windows are
wood with insulating glass. The main visitor access to the
building is via overhead coiling garage door openings, rather
than swinging units. Other doors – for service, staff, or utility
access – are hollow metal. The building is topped with a
cupola of similar construction, with wood trim, metal fascia,
decorative windows, and a short spire. This was not accessed
during the course of the design team’s visit.
The exterior envelope displays signs of weathering, as is to be
expected for the age of the building. This is mostly noticeable
at the wood components, where repainting is needed. The
soffits require the most attention in this case, most likely due
to the grade of plywood used.
No major degradation was noted on the masonry or precast;
the most noticeable deficiencies involve water staining (due
to minerals or possibly efflorescence) at sources of water –
outlets, spigots, and the visitor shower on the west side, at
which location the staining reaches up onto the wood siding.
Because the building has gutters, there is no evidence of
widespread roof runoff onto the façade or hardscape below.
However, in one inside corner location facing west, there is
evidence of standing moisture where the downspout drops
to below grade, as well as on the brick and precast, and
sidewalk. The brick is very dark with mildew in this location.
As this is an inside corner where the main roof and western
hipped roof meet, there is a significant amount of drainage
coming to the gutter and downspout. The downspout exhibits
signs of water staining, both at the upper and lower ends.
This downspout in particular follows a circuitous route, with
eight elbows before it reaches grade.
CITY OF CANANDAIGUA, NEW YORK
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Kershaw: General view of Kershaw Park building

Kershaw: View of southwest corner with shower and downspout. Note
staining adjacent to shower heads, and mildew under downspout.
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The interior finishes include painted concrete block, and
brick, precast and wood siding to match the exterior. Ceilings
include stained wood slat in the main public area, and painted
gypsum board in the remainder of the areas.
Since the building is open seasonally, the interiors are fairly
utilitarian and well-used, but do not suffer from degradation
seen at public facilities from wintertime usage.
Recommendations for renovation. Based on the design
team’s observations, the suggested minimum architectural
improvements are as follows (please see the following
sections on building systems for M/E/P recommendations):
•

•
•
•

•

Add splash panels at all water sources at building
exterior wall to combat mineral staining. At outside
shower, consider replacing wood and masonry cladding
with tile to facilitate drainage and reduce impact on the
envelope;
Clean masonry at all water sources adjacent to building;
Re-paint all exterior wood siding, soffits, and trim, and
metal doors where the existing paint has started to
degrade;
Re-align downspouts at the convergence of hipped roofs
to eliminate elbows and increase water flow. Perform
flow tests to determine if additional downspouts are
needed. Provide splash guard at inside corner of gutters
to slow water and prevent overshoot from the roof valley;
Check slope of sidewalk adjacent to building and correct
conditions where this does not drain away from building
wall;

CITY OF CANANDAIGUA, NEW YORK
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Kershaw: View of water staining at
exterior spigot.

Kershaw: Detail of painted soffit.
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FACILITY STUDY REPORT
City of Canandaigua, Parks and Recreation Department
205 Saltonstall Street
Canandaigua, NY 14424
I.

INTRODUCTION
A.

II.

This report is in regard to Sonnenberg Park, Baker Park, North East Park,
Jefferson Park, City Pier and Kershaw Park in the City of Canandaigua. The
intent is to provide information about the existing building systems, review any
items of note and provide recommendations for system improvements. The
building systems included in this report are the HVAC, plumbing and electrical
systems.

APPLICABLE CODES AND STANDARDS
A.

Applicable Codes and Standards, including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

M/E Reference 210294

2020 Building Code of New York State
2020 Existing Building Code of New York State
2020 Fire Code of New York State
2020 Plumbing Code of New York State
2020 Mechanical Code of New York State
2020 Fuel Gas Code of New York State
2020 Energy Conservation Construction Code of New York State
National Electrical Code (NEC).
The American with Disabilities Act (ADA).
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FACILITY STUDY REPORT
City of Canandaigua, Parks and Recreation Department
205 Saltonstall Street
Canandaigua, NY 14424
III.

HVAC SYSTEM EVALUATION
A.

Existing System Descriptions
1.

Sonnenberg Park
a.

2.

Baker Park
a.

M/E Reference 210294

The Pavilion's heating system consists of two (2) electric wall
heaters, size and age unknown, which are in fair to poor
condition. The electric wall heaters serve the large open room.
The seasonal restrooms have no heat or mechanical exhaust
system.

The Pavilion does not have a heating system. The seasonal
restrooms include an exhaust system that discharges above the
ceiling in the truss space.
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3.

North East Park
a.

4.

Jefferson Park
a.

M/E Reference 210294

This building houses the sports field irrigation system. The water
service room is heated with an electric unit heater, size and age
unknown, which is in good condition. The seasonal restrooms
have not heat and include an exhaust system.

All rooms, including the seasonal restrooms, within this Pavilion
are heated with electric heaters. The majority of the heaters
include remote thermostats. The seasonal restrooms have
include an exhaust system that did not appear to be operational.
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5.

City Pier
a.

6.

This building houses seasonal restrooms and a small water
service room for lawn irrigation and lake level monitoring. The
restrooms are not heated but do include exhaust fans. The small
water service room is heated by a floor mounted electric heater
plugged into a wall receptacle.

Kershaw Park
a.

B.

The Pavilion does not have a heating system. The seasonal
restrooms include an exhaust system.

Recommendations
1.

Sonnenberg Park
a. Provide two (2) 7.5 kW electric unit heaters with integral
thermostats to serve large open room.
b. Provide one (1) 1.5 kW electric wall heater with integral
thermostat for each toilet room.
c.

Provide a roof mounted exhaust fan to serve the toilet rooms and
housekeeping room. Exhaust fan operation will be controlled by
a digital time clock.

d. Opinion of probable costs………………….………….. $ 17,500.00

M/E Reference 210294
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2.

Baker Park
a. Provide two (2) 10 kW electric unit heaters with integral
thermostats to serve large open room.
b. Provide one (1) 1.5 kW electric wall heater with integral
thermostat for each toilet room.
c.

Provide a roof mounted exhaust fan to serve the toilet rooms and
housekeeping room. Exhaust fan operation will be controlled by
a digital time clock.

d. Opinion of probable costs………………….………….. $ 21,500.00
3.

North East Park
a.

4.

5.

6.

Jefferson Park
a.

Provide a Type 1 exhaust hood with fire suppression system,
roof mounted exhaust fan and inter-connecting grease duct to
serve new electric range in each kitchenette.

b.

Replace all existing electric wall heaters. Provide one (1)
additional 5 kW electric wall heater in the large gathering room.
Electric heaters will include integral thermostats.

c.

Provide new roof mounted exhaust fan to serve existing toilet
rooms and housekeeping room. Exhaust fan operation will be
controlled by a digital time clock.

d.

Provide new roof mounted exhaust fan room to serve new toilet
rooms in South wing. Exhaust fan operation will be controlled by
a digital time clock.

e.

Opinion of probable costs………………..……………. $ 55,000.00

City Pier
a.

Replace portable electric heater with hard wired 3 kW electric
unit heater with integral thermostat.

b.

Replace ceiling mounted toilet room exhaust fans.

c.

Opinion of probable costs……………….……………… $ 6,500.00

Kershaw Park
a.

M/E Reference 210294

No upgrades recommended for this location.

No upgrades recommended for this location.
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IV.

PLUMBING SYSTEM EVALUATION
A.

Existing System Description
1.

Sonnenberg Park
a. The building domestic water system is served through a 1" water
service from the site with a gate valve.
b. The site backflow arrangement is located in a pit on site and
assumed to be in good working order.
c.

Domestic water distribution piping includes some galvanized
piping and some copper piping with threaded, soldered, and
press connect fittings.

d. The building sanitary system appears to be PVC. The exposed
traps are chrome plated brass.
e. 3/4" domestic cold water is provided to one (1) exterior wall
hydrant.

M/E Reference 210294
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f.

Plumbing fixtures are served with domestic cold water only.

g. Insulation is damaged or missing in several locations.
h. Plumbing fixtures include two (2) floor mounted water closets
with exposed manual flush valves, two (2) wall hung lavatories
with manual control, one (1) wall hung water fountain (no
cooling), and one (1) utility tub.
i.

Recessed flush valves should be considered to avoid damage
from vandalism.

j.

The utility tub does not appear to be connected to the plumbing
vent system.

k.

The building includes various floor drains. No trap protection was
observed.

l.

Plumbing fixture traps and supplies on lavatories and water
coolers require ADA conforming covers.

m. Public restroom facilities require hot water recirculated to within
18" of fixture outlet.
2.

Baker Park
a.

M/E Reference 210294

The building domestic water system is served through a 2" water
service from the site with a gate valve.
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M/E Reference 210294

b.

There is a water meter with a bypass that has no valve. With this
arrangement the water meter cannot be utilized to accurately
measure flow.

c.

The site backflow arrangement is located in a pit on site and
assumed to be in good working order.

d.

Insulation is damaged or missing in several locations.

e.

Domestic water distribution piping includes copper piping with
soldered fittings and PVC piping with glued fittings.

f.

The building sanitary system appears to be hub and spigot cast
iron below the slab and copper with soldered fittings above. The
exposed traps are chrome plated brass.

g.

3/4" domestic cold water is provided to one (1) exterior wall
hydrant.

h.

A site water fountain is served from this building.

i.

Plumbing fixtures are served with domestic cold water only.

j.

Plumbing fixtures include five (5) wall mounted water closets with
exposed manual flush valves, four (4) wall hung lavatories with
manual metered faucets, and two (2) wall hung urinals with
exposed manual flush valves.

k.

There are two wall mounted hose bibs on the interior of the
building. The piping is not secured to the structure adequately.
Page 8
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3.

M/E Reference 210294

l.

The building includes various floor drains. No trap protection was
observed.

m.

Recessed flush valves should be considered to avoid damage
from vandalism.

n.

Plumbing fixture traps and supplies on lavatories and water
coolers require ADA conforming covers.

o.

Public restroom facilities require hot water recirculated to within
18" of fixture outlet.

North East Park
a.

The building domestic water system is served through a 6" water
service from the site. It is assumed there is backflow protection
upstream for the site.

b.

After the service entrance there is a reduction to a 4" flanged
plate strainer and a 4" flanged magnetic flow meter.
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M/E Reference 210294

c.

A 2" copper takeoff with an isolation valve serves the domestic
fixtures. There is a winterization connection on the domestic
water line with a dedicated valve.

d.

After the domestic water takeoff there is a variable speed
booster pump with pressure tank and dedicated 2" ball valves.
There is a normally closed 4" bypass with a gate valve around
the pump.
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M/E Reference 210294

e.

After the pump is a 2" tap with a valve and RPZ that serves an
exterior 2" hose connection. There is no drain from the RPZ
discharge port.

f.

After the 2" tap with RPZ there are restrained 4" spool pieces
before a 6" strainer and a 6" RPZ device with OS&Y control
valves. This 6" line serves the irrigation system. There is a
winterizing connection downstream of the RPZ. This is used to
blow out the system.

g.

Domestic water insulation is missing.

h.

Domestic water distribution piping includes copper piping with
soldered fittings and some PEX piping.

i.

The building sanitary system appears to be PVC with glued and
no-hub connections. The exposed traps are chrome plated
brass.

j.

The sanitary system drains to a pit with a grinder pump.
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4.

M/E Reference 210294

k.

There are two electric domestic water heaters that serve the
lavatories. These systems are not recirculated.

l.

Public restroom facilities require hot water recirculated to within
18" of fixture outlet.

m.

Plumbing fixtures include six (6) wall mounted water closets with
recessed manual flush valves, four (4) integral lavatories with
manual faucets, and two (2) wall hung urinals with recessed
manual flush valves.

n.

The building includes various floor drains. No trap protection was
observed.

Jefferson Park
a.

The building domestic water system is served through a 1" water
service from the site with a gate valve.

b.

The site backflow arrangement is located in a pit on site and
assumed to be in good working order.

c.

After the service entrance there is a 1" water meter.

d.

Domestic water piping is not insulated in accordance with energy
code.

e.

The plumbing is copper with soldered fittings after the water
meter. The piping is exposed on the wall in all locations.

f.

The building sanitary system appears to be hub and spigot cast
iron. The exposed traps are chrome plated brass.

g.

3/4" domestic cold water is provided to one (1) exterior wall
hydrant.
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5.

M/E Reference 210294

h.

Plumbing fixtures are served with domestic cold water only.

i.

Plumbing fixtures include two (2) floor mounted water closets
with exposed manual flush valves, two (2) wall hung lavatories
with manual metered faucets, one (1) wall hung drinking
fountain, and one (1) service sink.

j.

The building includes various floor drains. No trap protection was
observed.

k.

Recessed flush valves should be considered to avoid damage
from vandalism.

l.

Plumbing fixture traps and supplies on lavatories and water
coolers require ADA conforming covers.

m.

Public restroom facilities require hot water recirculated to within
18" of fixture outlet.

City Pier
a.

The building domestic water system is served through a 1 1/2"
water service from the site with a ball valve.

b.

It is assumed there is a site backflow device in good working
order.

c.

There is a 1" tap to an irrigation system with a 1" RPZ device.
There is no drain for the RPZ device.
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M/E Reference 210294

d.

After the irrigation tap the 1 1/2" CW has a pressure reducing
valve before serving plumbing fixtures.

e.

There is domestic water piping directly above an existing
electrical panel.

f.

Insulation on domestic water piping is missing.

g.

The plumbing is copper with soldered fittings after the water
meter.

h.

1/2" domestic cold water is provided to one (1) exterior wall
hydrant.

i.

Plumbing fixtures are served with domestic cold water only.
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6.

j.

Plumbing fixtures include three (3) floor mounted water closets
with recessed manual flush valves, two (2) wall hung lavatories
with four (4) manual metered faucets, one (1) floor mounted
urinal and one (1) electric water cooler.

k.

The building includes various floor drains. No trap protection was
observed.

l.

Public restroom facilities require hot water recirculated to within
18" of fixture outlet.

m.

The building is used to measure the water level of the adjacent
lake.

Kershaw Park
a.

M/E Reference 210294

The building domestic water system is served through a 2" water
service from the site with a gate valve.
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M/E Reference 210294

b.

There is a water meter with a normally closed bypass.

c.

The site backflow arrangement is located in a pit on site and
assumed to be in good working order.

d.

After the meter and bypass there is one line with a ball valve
(normally closed) and one line with a strainer and pressure
reducing valve. The line with the pressure reducing valve is
serving the building currently. The bypass is labeled "keep off."

e.

Insulation is damaged or missing in several locations.

f.

Domestic water distribution piping includes copper piping with
soldered fittings.
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M/E Reference 210294

g.

Domestic hot water is produced with two (2) electric tank-type
water heaters. The garage heater is 120 gallons and the kitchen
heater is 50 gallons. Neither system is recirculated.

h.

The domestic water heater in the garage area has a manual
mixing valve to temper the hot water before distribution to the
building. This helps increase the system capacity.

i.

3/4" domestic cold water is provided to one (1) exterior wall
hydrant.

j.

1" domestic water is provided to an exterior shower.
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B.

k.

Plumbing fixtures include one (1) dual level water fountain,
seven (7) wall mounted water closets with recessed manual flush
valves, eight (8) integral bowl lavatories with manual metered
faucets, one (1) mop basin, and three (3) wall hung urinals with
recessed manual flush valves.

l.

Kitchen fixtures include a three bay sink with a grease trap and a
dedicated handwashing sink.

m.

There is an additional shower and staff toilet room in the
lifeguard office.

n.

The building includes various floor drains. No trap protection was
observed.

o.

Public restroom facilities require hot water recirculated to within
18" of fixture outlet.

Recommendations
1.

M/E Reference 210294

Sonnenberg Park
a.

Provide two (2) floor mounted water closets with concealed
manual flush valves, two (2) wall hung lavatories with manual
metered faucets, one (1) wall hung water fountain, and one (1)
utility tub. Provide all associated sanitary, domestic, and vent
piping.

b.

Provide two (2) floor drains with trap protection. Provide one (1)
in each toilet room.

c.

Provide 3/4" CW to one (1) exterior non-freeze wall hydrant.
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2.

3.

4.

M/E Reference 210294

d.

Provide two (2) instantaneous hot water heaters. Provide one (1)
below each lavatory.

e.

Opinion of probable costs………………….………….. $42,500.00

Baker Park
a.

Provide five (5) wall mounted water closets with concealed
manual flush valves, four (4) wall hung lavatories with manual
metered faucets, one (1) wall hung drinking fountain, and two (2)
wall hung urinals with concealed manual flush valves

b.

Provide two (2) floor drains with trap protection. Provide one (1)
in each new toilet room.

c.

Provide 3/4" CW to two (2) exterior non-freeze wall hydrants.

d.

Re-feed the existing site water fountain with dedicated valve and
blowout connection.

e.

Provide four (4) instantaneous hot water heaters. Provide one (1)
below each new lavatory.

f.

Opinion of probable costs………………….………….. $ 57,500.00

North East Park
a.

Insulate the existing domestic water piping.

b.

Add recirculation to the hot water system with time clock
operation.

c.

Provide trap guards in the existing floor drains.

d.

Provide the RPZ devices with drains piped to the exterior wall. In
the event of a failure the floor drain in the room cannot handle
the flow.

e.

Opinion of probable costs………………….………….. $ 11,000.00

Jefferson Park
a.

Insulate the existing domestic water piping.

b.

Provide four (4) instantaneous hot water heaters. Provide one (1)
below each lavatory and one (1) below the new stainless steel
kitchenette sinks.
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5.

6.

M/E Reference 210294

c.

Provide two (2) stainless steel sinks with gooseneck faucets and
wrist blade controls in the new kitchenettes. Provide new sinks
with 3/4" CW, 2" sanitary, and 1 1/2" vent. Remove concrete slab
as required to accommodate connection to existing sanitary
piping. Sanitary piping below the slab shall be 3". Provide one
deck plate cleanout to serve the new sanitary piping.

d.

Provide two (2) new single use toilet rooms with one (1) wall
mounted water closet with concealed manual flush valve, one (1)
wall hung lavatory with manual metered faucet and one (1) floor
drain with trap protection.

e.

Provide ADA conforming covers on the plumbing fixture traps
and supplies.

f.

Provide trap guards in the existing floor drains.

g.

Opinion of probable costs………………..……………. $ 41,500.00

City Pier
a.

Rework the existing RPZ device to adhere to code requirements
including a drain.

b.

Provide two (2) instantaneous hot water heaters. Provide one (1)
below each lavatory.

c.

Insulate the domestic water piping.

d.

Provide trap guards in the existing floor drains.

e.

Opinion of probable costs……………….……………… $ 9,500.00

Kershaw Park
a.

Provide trap protection in the existing floor drains.

b.

Recirculate the existing hot water system to within 18" of public
hand washing fixtures. Provide time clock system.

c.

Opinion of probable costs……………….……………… $ 7,500.00
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V.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM EVALUATION
A.

Existing System Description
1.

Sonnenberg Park
a.

M/E Reference 210294

Power
1)

The meter for the 240V electrical service is located
inside the building.

2)

There is one Square D loadcenter located in the
building. The loadcenter has a 150A main circuit
breaker. It is in poor condition.

3)

The loadcenter feeds receptacles, lighting, and heating
equipment located in the building.
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b.

c.

2.

1)

Lighting is primarily wraparound utility type fixtures with
fluorescent lamps.

2)

Lighting is in poor to fair condition.

3)

Lighting controls are toggle switches only.

Telephone
1)

The telephone service enters the building near the
electrical loadcenter.

2)

There is one telephone in the building next to the
electrical loadcenter.

Baker Park
a.

M/E Reference 210294

Lighting

Power
1)

The meter for the 480/277V, 3 phase electrical service is
located outside the building.

2)

There are two panelboards located in the building. The
first panelboard is 480/277V, 3 phase and has a 150V
main circuit breaker. The second panelboard is
240/120V, single phase and has a 60A main circuit
breaker.
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M/E Reference 210294

3)

There is a 10kVA, 480V-240/120V, single phase
transformer between the panelboards. The panelboards
and transformer are all manufactured by Cutler-Hammer
and are in poor condition.

4)

The 240/120V panelboard feeds receptacles, lighting,
lighting controls, and fans.

5)

The 480/277V panelboard feeds lighting and the
transformer.

6)

There is a surge protective device connected to the
240/120V panelboard.
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b.

Lighting
1)

2)

M/E Reference 210294

Interior
a)

Lighting is primarily 4 foot fixtures with
fluorescent lamps. There is a mix of vaportight,
wraparound, and other surface mounted fixtures.

b)

Lighting is in fair to poor condition.

c)

Lighting controls are toggle switches.

Exterior
a)

There is pole mounted area lighting located at
the basketball and tennis courts. The lamps are
metal halide type.

b)

The fixtures and poles appear to be in fair
condition.
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c)

c.

M/E Reference 210294

The area lighting is controlled by a timeclock
and a coin operator. The timeclock is located
near the panelboard. The coin operator is
located outside near the tennis court entrance.

Telephone
1)

The telephone service enters the building near the
electrical panelboards.

2)

There is one telephone in the building next to the
electrical panelboards.
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d.

M/E Reference 210294

CCTV
1)

There are two CCTV cameras mounted to the roof of the
building.

2)

Copper twisted pair cabling is routed from a POE switch
to the CCTV cameras in conduit.

3)

The POE switch is plugged into a battery backup unit.
The battery backup unit is charged by cord and plug
connected to a receptacle.
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3.

The CCTV system is in great condition.

5)

The cameras are connected to the city's IT network.

Northeast Park
a.

M/E Reference 210294

4)

Power
1)

The meter for the 208/120V, 3 phase electrical service is
located outside the building.

2)

There is one Murray (Siemens) loadcenter located in the
building. The loadcenter has a 200A main circuit
breaker. It is in good condition.

3)

The loadcenter feeds receptacles, lighting, the irrigation
pump, the sewage pump, exhaust fans, water heaters,
and heater units.
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b.

Lighting
1)

2)

Interior
a)

Lighting is primarily 4 foot fixtures with
fluorescent lamps.

b)

Lighting is in good to fair condition.

c)

Controls in the utility and maintenance areas are
toggle switches.

d)

Controls in the bathrooms are wall mounted
occupancy sensor switches.

Exterior
a)

M/E Reference 210294

There are wall mounted fixtures on each side of
the building.
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4.

Lighting appears to be in good condition.

c)

Lamps are HID type.

d)

Fixtures are controlled by a timeclock located
next to the electrical loadcenter.

Jefferson Park
a.

M/E Reference 210294

b)

Power
1)

The meter for the 480/277V, 3 phase electrical service is
located outside the building.

2)

There are two panelboards and one loadcenter located
in the building. The first panelboard is 480/277V, 3
phase. The second panelboard is 240/120V, single
phase and has a 60A main circuit breaker. The
loadcenter is 240/120V, single phase.

3)

The panelboards and loadcenters are in poor condition.

4)

There is a 7.5kVA, 480-240/120V, single phase
transformer feeding the loadcenter. The transformer is
manufactured by Acme Electric and is in poor condition.
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M/E Reference 210294

5)

There is a transformer feeding the 240/120V panelboard.
The transformer ratings and manufacturer are unknown
since the nameplate has been painted. The transformer
is in poor condition.

6)

The 240/120V panelboard feeds receptacles, lighting,
heaters, and fans.

7)

It is unknown what the 480/277V panelboard feeds since
the panelboard is painted closed.

8)

The 240/120V loadcenter feeds receptacles, lighting
heating controls, and CCTV cameras.
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b.

Lighting
1)

M/E Reference 210294

Interior
a)

Lighting is primarily 4 foot recessed troffers with
fluorescent lamps.

b)

Lighting is in poor condition.

c)

There are exit signs throughout the building.
One of the exit signs is missing its face.

d)

Lighting controls are toggle switches.
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2)

M/E Reference 210294

Exterior
a)

There are wall mounted fixtures with high
pressure sodium lamps around the perimeter of
the building. These appear to be in poor
condition.

b)

There is pole mounted lights with cobra head
style fixtures at the parking lot, basketball court,
and skatepark. These appear to be in fair to
poor condition.
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c.

d.

e.

d)

Exterior lighting is controlled by time clocks
located near the panelboards.

1)

The telephone service enters the building in the room
where the electrical panelboards are located.

2)

There is one telephone in the same room as the
electrical panelboards.

CCTV
1)

There are CCTV cameras mounted to lighting poles in
the parking lot.

2)

Cameras report directly back to the police department.

Fire Alarm
There are single station smoke detectors in some rooms.
These appear to be in poor condition.

City Pier
a.

Power
1)

M/E Reference 210294

There is field lighting at the baseball field on tall
wooden poles.

Telephone

1)

5.

c)

The meter for the 240V electrical service is located
outside the building.
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b.

2)

There is one Square D loadcenter located in the
building. The loadcenter has a 100A main circuit
breaker. It is in poor condition.

3)

The loadcenter feeds receptacles, lighting, and hand
dryers located in the building.

4)

There is piping located directly above and below the
loadcenter. This does not meet code requirements for
clear space above and below the electrical loadcenter.

Lighting
1)

Interior
a)

M/E Reference 210294

Lighting is primarily surface mounted 4 foot
fixtures with fluorescent lamps.
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2)

M/E Reference 210294

b)

The lighting is in poor condition.

c)

Lighting controls are toggle switches.

Exterior
a)

There are ceiling mounted fixtures outside the
bathroom entrance. These are in poor condition.

b)

Lamps are HID.
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c.

Communications
1)

6.

Kershaw Park
a.

M/E Reference 210294

There is an antenna located outside behind the building
for NOAA and National Weather Service equipment in
the building.

Power
1)

The meter for the 240/120V, single phase electrical
service is located outside the building.

2)

Utility Room
a)

There is a two section panelboard located in the
room.

b)

Both sections are 240/120V, single phase and
are in fair condition.

c)

The first section has a 225A main circuit
breaker. It feeds receptacles, flag pole lighting,
pole mounted site lighting, ceiling fans, the fire
alarm panel, heaters, and hot water heaters.
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d)
3)

b.

Staff/Storage Room
a)

There is a loadcenter with a 100A, 2 pole main
circuit breaker in the room.

b)

The loadcenter feeds receptacles in the
Concessions room.

c)

The loadcenter is in good condition.

Lighting
1)

Interior
a)

M/E Reference 210294

The second section feeds receptacles, lighting,
fans, pumps, hand dryers, and heaters.

All interior lighting is fluorescent.
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2)

b)

There are surface mounted 4 foot linear fixtures,
surface mounted 2'x4' troffers, and recessed
downlights throughout the building.

c)

There are exit signs located throughout the
building.

d)

There are battery powered emergency lights
wall mounted throughout the building with
remote heads in some locations.

e)

Lighting is in fair to poor condition.

f)

Controls are ceiling mounted occupancy sensors
and wall mounted occupancy sensor switches.

Exterior
a)

M/E Reference 210294

Surface mounted spot lights and recessed
downlights on the roof soffit with HID lamps are
located around the perimeter of the building.
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c.

d.

Flag pole lighting is located in the landscaping
bed in front of the building.

c)

Pole mounted lighting is located throughout the
park.

d)

The lighting is in fair to poor condition.

Communications
1)

The telephone service is located in the utility room.
There are telephone termination blocks with wiring
routed to telephone outlet locations throughout the
building.

2)

There are pay phones located in the main entrance area.
The telephones are taped off.

Fire Alarm
1)

M/E Reference 210294

b)

There is a Fire-Lite (Honeywell) fire alarm system in the
building.
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B.

2)

The fire alarm control panel is located in the utility room
next to the electrical panelboard.

3)

There are manual pull stations located near building
exits.

4)

Smoke detectors and notification devices are located
throughout the building.

5)

The fire alarm system appears to be in good condition.

Recommendations
1.

Sonnenberg Park
a.

M/E Reference 210294

Building Renovation
1)

Replace the existing loadcenter.

2)

Upgrade all interior lighting to LED fixtures. Provide new
lighting controls.
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b.

2.

3)

Provide site lighting along the new sidewalk from the
parking lot to the shelter. Provide controls for the site
lighting in the building.

4)

Provide security cameras and all associated head end
equipment.

5)

Opinion of probable costs………………….. $ 38,000.00

Building Replacement
1)

Extend the existing electrical service to the new building.

2)

Provide a new panelboard.

3)

Provide new receptacles for convenience and new
equipment.

4)

Provide power to new mechanical and plumbing
equipment.

5)

Provide new LED lighting and controls.

6)

Provide site lighting along the new sidewalk from the
parking lot to the shelter. Provide controls for the site
lighting in the building.

7)

Provide security cameras and all associated head end
equipment.

8)

Opinion of probable costs………………….. $ 61,000.00

Baker Park
a.

b.

Building Renovation
1)

Replace the existing panelboards and transformer.

2)

Upgrade all interior lighting to LED fixtures. Provide new
lighting controls.

3)

Provide new LED lighting underneath the open shelter
area. Provide controls for the lighting in the building.

4)

Opinion of probable costs………………….. $ 36,000.00

Building Replacement
1)

M/E Reference 210294

Extend the existing electrical service to the new building.
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3.

2)

Provide two new panelboards (one 480/277V and one
208/120V). The 480/277V panelboard will feed a
transformer to feed the 208V/120V panelboard.

3)

Provide new receptacles for convenience and new
equipment.

4)

Provide power to new mechanical and plumbing
equipment.

5)

Provide new LED lighting and controls. Existing tennis
and basketball court lighting will be reconnected to the
new panelboard.

6)

Provide security cameras and all associated head end
equipment.

7)

Opinion of probable costs………………….. $ 74,000.00

Northeast Park
a.

Upgrade all interior and exterior lighting to LED fixtures. Provide
new lighting controls.
1)

4.

M/E Reference 210294

Opinion of probable costs………………….. $ 9,000.00

Jefferson Park
a.

Remove the existing electrical panelboards, loadcenters, and
transformers. Provide two new panelboards (one 480/277V and
one 208/120V). The 480/277V panelboard will feed a transformer
to feed the 208V/120V panelboard.

b.

Provide new receptacles and power connections for kitchenette
equipment.

c.

Provide power to new mechanical and plumbing equipment.

d.

Upgrade all interior and exterior building mounted lighting to LED
fixtures. Provide new lighting controls.

e.

Replace existing exit signs.

f.

Replace existing smoke detectors.

g.

Provide security cameras and all associated head end
equipment.

h.

Opinion of probable costs…………………………….. $ 65,000.00
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5.

6.

M/E Reference 210294

City Pier
a.

Provide power to new mechanical equipment.

b.

Upgrade all interior and exterior lighting to LED fixtures. Provide
new lighting controls.

c.

Opinion of probable costs…………………………….. $ 10,000.00

Kershaw Park
a.

Upgrade all interior and exterior building mounted lighting to LED
fixtures. Provide new lighting controls.

b.

Opinion of probable costs…………………………….. $ 30,000.00
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Sonnenberg - Renovation
Item Description
Demo pavement at building perimeter
New concrete sidewalk at building perimeter
Provide new sidewalk to parking lot
Dampproofing at building foundation
Remove/replace interior/exterior sheathing, trim
Provide gutters and downspouts to grade w/ bioswale
Demo exterior doors
New exterior doors
New exterior overhead doors
Paint interior/exterior
Optional overhead door
Mechanical/Plumbing
Electrical

Sonnenberg - New Construction
Item Description
Optional Building Replacement
New concrete sidewalk at building perimeter
Provide new sidewalk to parking lot

CITY OF CANANDAIGUA, NEW YORK
PARKS BUILDINGS FACILITY CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT

Quantity/Area
500
750
1,100
200
1,100
150
5
3
2
2,200
1

Unit Type
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
LF
EA
EA
EA
SF
EA

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1
1

LS
LS

$
$

Quantity/Area
2,000
750
1,100

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Subtotal
1,500.00
11,250.00
16,500.00
10,000.00
60,500.00
2,250.00
1,250.00
7,200.00
15,000.00
3,300.00
7,500.00

42,500.00 $
38,000.00 $

42,500.00
38,000.00

Renovation subtotal: $

216,750.00

General Conditions (10%): $
Overhead & Profit (8%): $
Bid Contingency (5%): $

21,675.00
17,340.00
10,837.50

Total Renovation Construction Cost: $

266,602.50

Unit Type
SF
SF
SF

Unit Cost
3.00
15.00
15.00
50.00
55.00
15.00
250.00
2,400.00
7,500.00
1.50
7,500.00

Unit Cost
125.00 $
15.00 $
15.00 $

Subtotal
250,000.00
11,250.00
16,500.00

Total New Building Cost: $

277,750.00

$
$
$

HBT ARCHITECTS + M/E ENGINEERING
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APPENDIX - ITEMIZED ESTIMATES OF PROBABLE COST
Baker - Renovation
Item Description
Demo pavement at building perimeter
New concrete sidewalk at building perimeter
Dampproofing at building foundation
Remove/replace exterior trim/ceiling
Provide gutters and downspouts to grade w/ bioswale
Demo exterior doors
New exterior doors
Paint interiors, underside of open pavilion
Optional overhead door and opening with lintel
Misc. masonry repointing and repair
Asphalt shingle roof replacement
Mechanical/Plumbing
Electrical

Baker - New Construction
Item Description
Optional Building Replacement
Concrete sidewalk at building perimeter

CITY OF CANANDAIGUA, NEW YORK
PARKS BUILDINGS FACILITY CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT

Quantity/Area
1,500
1,500
300
500
300
4
4
3,500
1
1
3,500

Unit Type
SF
SF
SF
SF
LF
EA
EA
SF
EA
LS
SF

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3.00
15.00
50.00
55.00
15.00
250.00
2,400.00
1.50
12,000.00
10,000.00
10.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Subtotal
4,500.00
22,500.00
15,000.00
27,500.00
4,500.00
1,000.00
9,600.00
5,250.00
12,000.00
10,000.00
35,000.00

1
1

LS
LS

$
$

57,500.00 $
36,000.00 $

57,500.00
36,000.00

Renovation subtotal: $

240,350.00

General Conditions (10%): $
Overhead & Profit (8%): $
Bid Contingency (5%): $

24,035.00
19,228.00
12,017.50

Total Renovation Construction Cost: $

295,630.50

Quantity/Area
3,500
1,500

Unit Type
SF
SF

Unit Cost

Unit Cost
125.00 $
15.00 $

Subtotal
437,500.00
22,500.00

Total New Building Cost: $

460,000.00

$
$
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Northeast - Renovation
Item Description
Adjust gutter height
Overhead door trim and brick mold
Repair gyp board restroom ceilings
Misc. masonry repointing and repair
Provide splash block at irrigation outlet
Mechanical/Plumbing
Electrical

CITY OF CANANDAIGUA, NEW YORK
PARKS BUILDINGS FACILITY CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT

Quantity/Area
1
30
200
1
1

Unit Type
LS
LF
SF
LS
EA

$
$
$
$
$

1
1

LS
LS

$
$

Unit Cost
5,000.00
15.00
25.00
2,500.00
100.00

$
$
$
$
$

Subtotal
5,000.00
450.00
5,000.00
2,500.00
100.00

11,000.00 $
9,000.00 $

11,000.00
9,000.00

Renovation subtotal: $

33,050.00

General Conditions (10%): $
Overhead & Profit (8%): $
Bid Contingency (5%): $

3,305.00
2,644.00
1,652.50

Total Renovation Construction Cost: $

40,651.50

HBT ARCHITECTS + M/E ENGINEERING
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Jefferson - Base Renovation
Item Description
Demo walkway from parking to building entrance
Provide new sidewalk to parking lot
Dampproofing at building foundation
Provide gutters and downspouts to grade w/ bioswale
Demo exterior doors
New exterior doors
Misc. masonry repair, remove finish, control joints
Masonry infill at restroom
Provide (2) kitchenettes - counter, base/upper cabinets
Provide (2) single-use toilet room accessories package
Strip and refinish concrete floor
Patch, repair, and paint interior walls/ceilings
New gyp board partitions at restrooms
Vinyl wall base at new restrooms only
Mechanical/Plumbing
Electrical

Jefferson - Optional Improvements
Item Description
Demo exterior textured wood siding
Provide new fiber-cement siding at gable ends
Add vinyl wall base throughout building
Provide drainage rock strip around building perimeter
Provide additional exterior openings

CITY OF CANANDAIGUA, NEW YORK
PARKS BUILDINGS FACILITY CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT

Quantity/Area
600
600
550
275
3
3
1
25
16
2
2,000
4,500
320
80

Unit Type
SF
SF
SF
LF
EA
EA
LS
SF
LF
EA
SF
SF
SF
LF

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3.00
15.00
50.00
15.00
250.00
2,400.00
20,000.00
75.00
850.00
2,500.00
6.50
2.00
14.00
5.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Subtotal
1,800.00
9,000.00
27,500.00
4,125.00
750.00
7,200.00
20,000.00
1,875.00
13,600.00
5,000.00
13,000.00
9,000.00
4,480.00
400.00

1
1

LS
LS

$
$

41,500.00 $
65,000.00 $

41,500.00
65,000.00

Renovation subtotal: $

224,230.00

General Conditions (10%): $
Overhead & Profit (8%): $
Bid Contingency (5%): $

22,423.00
17,938.40
11,211.50

Total Renovation Construction Cost: $

275,802.90

Quantity/Area
1
450
250
450
3

Unit Type
LS
SF
LF
SF
EA

Unit Cost

$
$
$
$
$

Subtotal
1,500.00
22,500.00
1,250.00
20,250.00
15,000.00

Subtotal optional improvements: $

60,500.00

General Conditions (10%): $
Overhead & Profit (8%): $
Bid Contingency (5%): $

6,050.00
4,840.00
3,025.00

Total optional improvements: $

74,415.00

$
$
$
$
$

Unit Cost
1,500.00
50.00
5.00
45.00
5,000.00
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APPENDIX - ITEMIZED ESTIMATES OF PROBABLE COST
City Pier - Renovation
Item Description
Provide gutters and downspouts
Paint interiors
Paint exterior trim, soffits
Replace interior wall base
Misc. masonry repointing and repair
Mechanical/Plumbing
Electrical

Kershaw - Renovation
Item Description
Adjust gutters and downspouts to reduce impact on bldg
Strip and paint exterior siding, soffits, trim, doors
Misc. masonry cleaning and repointing
Mechanical/Plumbing
Electrical

CITY OF CANANDAIGUA, NEW YORK
PARKS BUILDINGS FACILITY CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT

Quantity/Area
80
700
300
100
1

Unit Type
LF
SF
SF
LF
LS

$
$
$
$
$

1
1

LS
LS

$
$

Unit Cost
15.00
1.25
1.50
5.00
5,000.00

$
$
$
$
$

Subtotal
1,200.00
875.00
450.00
500.00
5,000.00

9,500.00 $
10,000.00 $

9,500.00
10,000.00

Renovation subtotal: $

27,525.00

General Conditions (10%): $
Overhead & Profit (8%): $
Bid Contingency (5%): $

2,752.50
2,202.00
1,376.25

Total Renovation Construction Cost: $

33,855.75

Quantity/Area
1
7,500
1

Unit Type
LS
SF
LS

$
$
$

Unit Cost
15,000.00 $
5.50 $
5,000.00 $

Subtotal
15,000.00
41,250.00
5,000.00

1
1

LS
LS

$
$

7,500.00 $
30,000.00 $

7,500.00
30,000.00

Renovation subtotal: $

98,750.00

General Conditions (10%): $
Overhead & Profit (8%): $
Bid Contingency (5%): $

9,875.00
7,900.00
4,937.50

Total Renovation Construction Cost: $

121,462.50
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MICROMOBILITY SERVICES AGREEMENT
THIS MICROMOBILITY SERVICES AGREEMENT (“Agreement”) is made and entered
into as of October 26, 2021 (the “Effective Date”) by and between the City of Canandaigua, a municipal
corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of New York having its principal office
located at 2 North Main Street, Canandaigua, NY 14424 hereinafter referred to as the “Client” and
CycleHop, LLC dba HOPR, a Florida limited liability company, with offices at 1111 Lincoln Road Ste
500, Miami Beach, Florida 33139 (“HOPR”). HOPR and Client may individually be referred to as a
“Party” and may collectively be referred to as the “Parties”).
RECITALS
WHEREAS, the Rochester Genesee Regional Transportation Authority (“RTS”) obtained a
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (“CMAQ”) grant to implement a regional Micromobility program,
and following a public solicitation, RTS selected HOPR as its “Micromobility” vendor and entered into a
contract with HOPR in March 2020 (the “RTS Contract”);
WHEREAS, RTS plans to deploy a total of 300 bikes (pedal & electric) in numerous towns and
villages that have expressed interest in participating in the program; and
WHEREAS, the City of Rochester had joined the RTS program and entered into an Agreement
with HOPR in September 2020 to benefit from the Micromobility services it provides in connection with
the RTS Contract; (City of Rochester Micromobility Services Agreement)
WHEREAS, the Client has interest in joining the RTS program and enter into an Agreement with
HOPR to benefit from the Micromobility services it provides in connection with the RTS and City of
Rochester Agreements;
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and consideration set forth below,
the Parties agree as follows:
1.

DEFINITIONS

1.1.
“Advertising” means any content or matter, whether electronic or printed, including
words, pictures, photographs, symbols, graphics, or visual images of any kind, or any combination thereof,
promoting or soliciting the sale or the use of a product or service or providing other forms of textual or
visual messages or information, but in no event shall it include any message or information that is required
to be posted on any Product by any federal, state, or local law, rule, or regulation or by this Agreement.
1.2.
“Area of Operations” means the Town of Irondequoit
1.3.

“Marks” means logos, trade names, designs, symbols, trademarks, and/or service marks.

1.4.
“Micromobility Devices” means sharable mobility devices, including standard pedal
bicycles (“Bicycles”), electric pedal-assist bicycles (“E-Bicycles”), and electric scooters (“Scooters”),.
1.5.
“Micromobility Device Sharing Program” and “Program” mean the Micromobility
Device sharing program implemented, managed, and operated by HOPR in the Area of Operations under
this Agreement, including the services necessary for the Program to operate.

1.6.
“Sponsorship” means an arrangement pursuant to which, in connection with a payment or
payments, the entity or entities contributing such payment or payments is acknowledged by the Parties
and/or the Program for such contribution.
1.7.
“Stations” means the areas, whether located on publicly or privately-owned real property,
for the retrieval, return, and storage of Micromobility Devices.
1.8.
“User” means any person who has registered with HOPR as a member of the Program, or
any person that otherwise uses a Micromobility Device.
1.9.

“User Data” means aggregated data about the Users and their use of the Program.

1.10. “User Fee” means any fees paid by Users for the rental, lease, or other temporary provision
of the Micromobility Devices via the Program.
2.

GRANT OF LICENSE; PROVISION OF GOODS AND SERVICES

2.1.
Goods and Services License. In consideration of the benefits that the Client and its
community will receive from operating a Micromobility Device Sharing Program that provides cost
effective transportation, the Client hereby grants HOPR for the duration of the term of this agreement a a
temporary license to implement, operate and manage a Micromobility Device Sharing Program as described
in the RTS Contract. Except for the Right of Way Fee described in Section 2.3, the license will be royalty
free. HOPR will provide all of the necessary goods and services to implement, operate and manage the
Program, in accordance with the following and all other requirements of the RTS Contract and this
Agreement:
2.1.1. Necessary Goods. HOPR will provide the proprietary Micromobility Devices and
related equipment, components, and accessories for the Program (the “Goods”). HOPR shall be
solely responsible for the maintenance and repair of the Goods.
2.1.2. Rental Management Software. HOPR will provide the software that allows for the
management, creation, and ending of Micromobility Device rentals made by Users (the
“Software”). The Software allows HOPR to review User accounts, including checking payment
status and billing history, reviewing and changing subscription plans, submitting payments for
processing, reviewing rental history, and other similar functions for managing User accounts and
the Program. HOPR will be solely responsible for protecting from the unauthorized access of or
release of payment and other financial information of Users.
2.1.3. Mobile Application. HOPR will provide the authentication process that allows
Users to access the Micromobility Devices via mobile applications with login credentials. HOPR
will provide that access to its applications are secure and such applications will be Payment Card
Industry Data Security Standards (“PCI DSS”) compliant.
2.1.4. Custom Website Landing Page. HOPR will provide a site-specific webpage that
provides information on, and enables participation in, the Program (“Custom Website Landing
Page”). The Custom Website Landing Page will be a subdomain of HOPR’s online web platform,
based on HOPR's standard template and in accordance with HOPR's then-current design guidelines.
2.1.5. Customer Service. HOPR will provide responsive and customer‐friendly services
that encourage repeat use including prompt response to complaints and downed Bicycles, Scooters
and E-Bikes. Customer support lines will be open 24/7.

2.1.6. Availability of Services. Micromobility Devices will be available 24/7 from April
through November. The months of operation may be extended by HOPR, upon approval by the
Client, throughout the winter based upon the demand.
2.2.
Ownership of Goods and Software. HOPR will at all times remain the owner of any Goods
used to implement, operate and maintain the Program, including but not limited to, the Micromobility
Devices and the Software. HOPR has the right, at its sole discretion, to remove any of the Goods from the
Site at any time.
2.3.
Use and Access to the Area of Operations. Client hereby grants to HOPR a license to have
access to the Client’s premises and public space within the Area of Operations as set forth on the attached
list of designated locations detailed in Exhibit B hereto for the purpose of: (i) creating geo-fenced digital
Stations within the Area of Operations; (ii) maintaining, repairing, servicing, cleaning and operating said
Stations as well as re-distributing and rebalancing Devices between Stations; and (iii) placing
advertisements on the Goods located within the Area of Operations. HOPR shall pay the Client an annual
Right-of-Way Fee of one hundred dollars ($100.00) for each station located on Client’s property or within
the Rights of Way owned and controlled by Client reflecting the fair market value of its use of the Client’s
space. Use of the Stations, and HOPR’s operations within the Area of Operations must, in the judgement
of the Client (i) not adversely affect the common areas such as streets or sidewalks; (ii) not adversely affect
the property of any third parties; and (iii) not inhibit pedestrian or vehicular movement nor create conditions
which are a threat to public safety and security. HOPR expressly agrees to repair, replace or otherwise
restore any part or item of real or personal property that is damaged, lost or destroyed as a result of HOPR’s
use of the Stations.
2.4.
Client Assistance. The Client may, at its own discretion, support the Program by providing
or paying for parking hubs to assist with the orderly parking of Micromobility Devices throughout the Area
of Operations. HOPR will work with the Client to create designated hub parking areas in the public space
for the parking of Micromobility Devices, which will be located near destinations, buildings, transit stops,
parking, and other desired locations.
2.5.
Exclusive Provider. During the term of this agreement, HOPR will be the exclusive
provider of Micromobility Devices allowed to place stations at the locations as set forth in Exhibit B and,
it is understood, that HOPR shall be the exclusive provider of Micromobility Devices with stations placed
in locations coordinated with bus routes as prescribed by RTS.
3.

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

3.1.
Program Management. HOPR acknowledges that it is responsible for the management and
operation of the Program, including but not limited to the rental and maintenance of the Micromobility
Devices; the procurement of all parts, tools, labor, insurance, and other requirements associated with
maintaining the Goods; the enrollment of Users; the marketing of the Program; examining the location data
of Micromobility Devices; viewing alerts such as battery level and repair status; designating Stations and
potential new system areas; viewing and analyzing User Data; providing User customer service; and the
overall delivery of a safe and reliable Program. Except as otherwise explicitly stated in this Agreement, the
Client will not be involved in the management and operation of the Program.
3.2.
Subcontractors. Subject to the terms of this Section 3, HOPR may engage one or more
qualified subcontractor(s) to carry out the performance of its obligations hereunder.

3.3.
Liability Waivers. Prior to making the Goods available for use, HOPR will obtain from
each User an assumption of risk, waiver of liability, and release agreement naming HOPR, the Client and
their affiliates, contractors, suppliers, agents, and employees as released parties.
3.4.
Performance Reports. Every month, HOPR will provide reports to the Client concerning
utilization of the Micromobility Devices and routes, including any incidents. HOPR will cooperate with the
Client in the collection and analysis of aggregated data concerning the operation of the Program.
4.

PLATFORM USAGE AND RESTRICTIONS

4.1.
Use of Platform by Users. Client acknowledges that each User must have a valid username
and password to access the Micromobility Device rental application platform (the “Platform”). Client
acknowledges that HOPR or its suppliers may suspend or terminate a User’s access to the Platform if HOPR
or its suppliers reasonably believes that such individual has not paid fees in connection with the Program
when due, is in breach of system security, or is otherwise misusing or abusing the Platform. HOPR will
provide notice to the Client of any such suspension or termination. The Platform must have the ability for
Users to read and accept a liability waiver, be in both English and Spanish language, and must be PCI DSS
compliant.
4.2.
Access to User Data by Client. The Client does not have any ownership interest in the User
Data or have a right to directly access or use the User Data. The User Data is considered part of the Platform,
and all terms and conditions applicable to the Platform, including but not limited to, HOPR’s privacy policy
and terms of use, apply to the User Data.
4.3.
Compliance with Laws and Other Rights. HOPR represents and warrants that it will not
use, or permit the subscribed Users to use, the Platform in ways that to HOPR’s knowledge would violate
laws, infringe or violate the rights of others, including but not limited to third party intellectual property
rights, privacy rights, and publicity rights. HOPR will comply with all applicable laws, rules, ordinances,
codes, and regulations relating to the operation of the Program and the collection of User Data. HOPR will,
at its expense, acquire and maintain all licenses or permits required to construct, install, maintain and
operate the Platform prior to commencing the activity for which a license or permit is required.
5.

USER FEES, SPONSORSHIP FEES, AND ADVERTISING FEES

5.1.
User Fee. The User Fees are set forth in Appendix “A” and may be changed from time to
time in HOPR’s discretion. User Fees will be collected via the Platform and HOPR will retain all User Fees.
5.2.
Advertising and Sponsorship Fees. HOPR has the sole right to sell Advertising and
Sponsorships that will be placed on the Goods and Stations during the Term. Any such Advertisements and
Sponsorships will not portray the Client in a negative light or, in the judgement of the Client, contain
inappropriate material. All such Advertisements and Sponsorships shall be subject to prior review and
approval by the Client. The Client may also purchase Sponsorship from HOPR. HOPR will retain all
revenue generated from any Advertising or Sponsorships.

6.

OWNERSHIP OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY; RIGHTS OF PUBLICITY

6.1.
Ownership of Intellectual Property. The Client acknowledges that the Goods offered
hereunder contain and incorporate certain Marks, patents, moral rights, trade secrets, copyrights, and other
tangible or intangible proprietary information, whether registered or unregistered, and whether first made
or created before or after the Effective Date (“Intellectual Property”), and that such Intellectual Property
are proprietary to HOPR, and HOPR’s suppliers and licensors, and that HOPR, and its suppliers and
licensors, retain exclusive ownership of the Intellectual Property and all copies thereof provided under this
Agreement. The Client acknowledges that title to the Intellectual Property will remain with HOPR, and its
suppliers and licensors, notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, and that the Client has no rights in
the Intellectual Property except those expressly granted by this Agreement. All data created or processed
by the Goods is and will remain the sole property of HOPR.
6.2.

Restrictions on Use. The Client must not directly or indirectly:

6.2.1. Sell, lease, license, pledge, sublicense, loan, encumber, or otherwise transfer the
Intellectual Property, in whole or in part, to any third party or otherwise make the Intellectual
Property available to any third party, and shall keep the same free from any lien or encumbrance,
or any other claim by a third party;
6.2.2. Copy, reproduce, or otherwise infringe the Intellectual Property, in whole or in
part, with respect to the Goods, Software or other materials developed or provided hereunder;
6.2.3. Decompile, disassemble, reverse engineer, or otherwise attempt to derive the
source code of any portion of the Intellectual Property Rights;
6.2.4. Write or develop any derivative software or any other software program based on
the Intellectual Property Rights;
6.2.5. Make modifications, corrections, alterations, enhancements, or other additions to
the Intellectual Property Rights; or
6.2.6. Remove or destroy any Marks, proprietary markings, or proprietary legends placed
upon or contained with or on any Goods or any related materials or documentation by HOPR.
6.3.
Prosecution. HOPR, and its suppliers and licensors, must maintain sole control and
discretion over the prosecution and maintenance of all Intellectual Property related to the Goods and
Software. HOPR, and its suppliers and licensors, have the primary right, but not the obligation, to bring and
control any suits against any unauthorized use, infringement, misappropriation, dilution, or other violation
of the Intellectual Property. HOPR and/or its suppliers and licensors shall be entitled to retain the entirety
of any award arising from such suit. Client will cooperate to police diligently the Intellectual Property.
Client will promptly notify HOPR in writing of any unauthorized use, infringement, misappropriation,
dilution, or other violation of the Intellectual Property of which it becomes aware.
6.4.
Proprietary Marks. Marks associated with Client and HOPR are and must remain the
property of Client and HOPR, respectively. Notwithstanding the above and subject to the limitations, terms,
and conditions set forth in this Agreement, neither Party will use the other Party’s Marks without the prior
written consent of the other Party.

6.5.
Publicity. The Parties agree that each Party may issue a press release regarding the signing
of this Agreement and that the other Party will provide a suitable quote. Any other or any additional news
releases, public announcements, advertisements, or publicity proposed to be released by either Party in
connection with the Agreement will be subject to the consent of the other Party prior to release, such consent
not to be unreasonably withheld, delayed and/or conditioned. Full consideration and representation of the
respective roles and contributions of both Parties shall be given in any such statement.

7.

INDEMNIFICATION

7.1.
Indemnification by HOPR. HOPR shall indemnify, defend and hold Client, its directors,
officers, employees, suppliers, agents, successors, and assigns harmless from and against all claims,
liabilities, losses, costs, expenses (including reasonable attorney’s fees), and damages awarded by a court
of competent jurisdiction to a third party to the extent arising out of or relating to: (i) the negligence or
misconduct of HOPR or any of its employees, suppliers, contractors or agents; (ii) a defect in the design
and/or manufacturing of the Goods; (iii) the breach by HOPR of its obligations under this contract including
but not limited to the obligations set forth in paragraphs 2.1.1 through 2.1.6 above; (iv) User demands for
refunds of any fees charged by HOPR; (v) any theft or misappropriation of User financial information
through the HOPR application or softwareor vi) a determination that the Goods or Software directly infringe
a copyright, a U.S. patent issued as of the Effective Date, or a trademark, except to the extent such Goods
are further modified, customized, or augmented by or on behalf of Client or as directed by Client.

8.

WARRANTY

8.1.
Representations. HOPR represents and warrants to Client that: (i) HOPR has all necessary
authority and rights granted under this Agreement to make all of HOPR’s promises and commitments
contained in this Agreement; (ii) neither the granting of the rights to Client under this Agreement nor the
exercise thereof by Client will infringe or otherwise violate the intellectual property or other proprietary or
contractual rights of any person or entity; and (iii) the performance by HOPR of its promises and
commitments contained in this Agreement and the services to be provided will not conflict with or be
prohibited or restricted by any Agreements or commitments with third parties.
9.

INSURANCE

9.1.
Insurance. During the Term of this Agreement, HOPR will maintain, at its sole cost and
expense, insurance sufficient to cover any and all claims for damages that may arise under this Agreement
and in its operations, including personal injury, death, damage to property, and monetary damages. During
the Term, HOPR will maintain the following insurance in its name and, for the policies below, naming the
Client, its officers, agents, and employees as additional insureds thereunder:
A. Commercial general liability insurance coverage with limits of no less than One Million
and no/100 Dollars ($1,000,000.00) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and property
damage, and in the aggregate of Two Million and no/100 Dollars ($2,000,000.00).
B. Worker’s Compensation insurance in accordance with statutory requirements;
C. Employers’ Liability Insurance in accordance with applicable New York State law; and,
D. Automobile Liability Insurance in the amount of One Million and no/100 Dollars
($1,000,000.00).

Coverage shall not exclude consequential damages and shall cover indirect, incidental, special,
exemplary, punitive, and consequential damages, including lost profits, loss or corruption of data, loss of
goodwill, costs to procure substitute goods or services, and interruption of business. Coverage will be
placed with insurance carriers with an A.M. Best rating of not less than A- and financial rating of not less
than VII. HOPR shall submit proof of insurance meeting the above specifications to the City within thirty
(30) days of the Executed Agreement. All insurance policies must designate the Client as an “additional
insured” and shall include a provision that such policy may not be amended or terminated without thirty
(30) days prior written notice to the Client; provided, however, fifteen (15) days prior written notice will
be given with respect to nonpayment.
10.

TERM, TERMINATION AND DEFAULT REMEDIES

10.1. Program Launch Date. The Program will be available for use by Users as part of a limited
pilot in the spring of 2021, and the full launch on or before July 1, 2021 (the “Launch Date”).
10.2. Term. This Agreement will have a term that coincides with the term of the RTS Contract
(an initial term of three years, with a two year-renewable option).
10.3. Termination. In the event either Party is in breach of this Agreement, and such breach is
not cured within sixty (60) days after receipt of written notice from the non-breaching party requesting that
such breach be cured, then the non-breaching party may terminate this Agreement. Additionally, this
Agreement will automatically terminate upon termination of the RTS and the City of Rochester Contracts.
The Client and HOPR shall each have an option to unilaterally terminate this agreement without cause upon
90 days written notice.
11.

PROGRAM SIZE; EXPANSION

11.1
Client-Funded Program. The Client’s goal is approx. 30 Micromobility Devices for use in
the Program in the first year. The Client may contribute funding towards this goal to the extent appropriated
for such purpose by Client. The fees charged by HOPR will be calculated on a per-device basis at the rate
and in the manner described in the RTS Contract. The Client may also contribute funding to the program
through sponsorship.
11.2
HOPR-Funded Program. Subject to paragraph 11.3 below, HOPR may deploy additional
Micromobility Devices for use in meeting the Client, RTS and City’s Program goals with its own funds
and/or with corporate sponsorship funds.
11.3
Limitation on Scooters. HOPR shall initially only deploy bicycles and E-bicycles as part
of the Program. No Scooters may be deployed by HOPR at any station in the Area of Operation until written
approval is provided by the Client, and HOPR shall, as soon as software is updated to so regulate Scooter
use, geo-fence Scooters it deploys in the City and in other Towns and Villages so that said Scooters cannot
be operated in the Area of Operation until such written approval is provided. Moreover, HOPR shall
retrieve from the Area of Operation within 24 hours any Scooters located in the Area of Operation until
such time as written permission is provided by Client to allow for the deployment of Scooters in the Area
of Operation.

12.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

12.1
General Policy. Client reaffirms its policy of Equal Opportunity and its commitment to
require all contractors, lessors, vendors and suppliers doing business with the Client to follow a policy of
Equal Opportunity, in accordance with the requirements set forth herein. Client further does not
discriminate on the basis of disability, in admission or access to, or treatment or employment in its programs
and activities. Client is including these policy statements in all bid documents, contracts, and leases.
Contractors, lessors, vendors and suppliers shall comply with all State and Federal Equal Opportunity laws
and regulations and shall submit documentation regarding Equal Opportunity upon the City's request.
12.2
Definitions.
MINORITY GROUP PERSONS - shall mean a person of Black, Hispanic, Asian, Pacific Islander,
American Indian, or Alaskan Native ethnic or racial origin and identity.
12.3
Compliance. HOPR shall comply with all of the following provisions of this Equal
Opportunity Requirement:
a. HOPR shall not discriminate against any employee for employment because of age, race, creed,
color, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, disability, or marital status in
the performance of services or programs pursuant to this Agreement, or in employment for the performance
of such services or programs, against any person who is qualified and available to perform the work in
which the employment relates. HOPR agrees that in hiring employees and treating employees performing
work under this Agreement or any subcontract hereunder, HOPR, and its subcontractors, if any, shall not,
by reason of age, race, creed, color, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression,
disability or marital status discriminate against any person who is qualified and available to perform the
work to which the employment relates. HOPR agrees to take affirmative action to ensure that applicants
are employed, and that applicants are hired and that employees are treated during their employment, without
regard to their of age, race, creed, color, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or
expression, disability, or marital status. Such actions shall include, but not be limited to the following:
employment, upgrading, demotions or transfers, recruitment and recruitment advertising, layoffs,
terminations, rates of pay and other forms of compensation, and selection for training, including
apprenticeship.
b. HOPR agrees that its employment practices shall comply with the provisions of Chapter 63 of
the Rochester Municipal Code, which restricts inquiries regarding or pertaining to an applicant’s prior
criminal conviction in any initial employment application.
c. If HOPR is found guilty of discrimination in employment on the grounds of age, race, creed,
color, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, disability, or marital status by
any court or administrative agency that has jurisdiction pursuant to any State or Federal Equal Opportunity
Laws or regulations, such determination will be deemed to be a breach of contract, and this Agreement will
be terminated in whole or part without any penalty or damages to the City on account of such cancellation
or termination, and HOPR shall be disqualified from thereafter selling to, submitting bids to, or receiving
awards of contract with the Client for goods, work, or services until such time as HOPR can demonstrate
its compliance with this policy and all applicable Federal and State Equal Opportunity laws and regulations.
d. HOPR shall cause the foregoing provisions to be inserted in all subcontracts, if any, for any
work covered by this Agreement so that such provisions will be binding upon each subcontractor, provided
that the foregoing provisions shall not apply to subcontracts for standard commercial supplies or raw
materials.
13.

TITLE VI OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964

Client hereby gives public notice that it is the Client’s policy to assure full compliance with Title
VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987, and related statutes and
regulations in all programs and activities. Title VI requires that no person in the United States of America
shall, on the grounds of race, color, gender, or national origin be excluded from the participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination under any program or activity for which
the Client receives federal financial assistance. Any person who believes they have been aggrieved by an
unlawful discriminatory practice under Title VI has a right to file a formal complaint with the Client. Any
such complaint shall be in writing and filed with the Client within one hundred eighty (180) days following
the date of the alleged discriminatory occurrence.
14.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION LAW

Disclosures required by New York’s Freedom of Information Law (“FOIL”) shall not be considered
a breach of any confidentiality provisions in this Agreement. Should HOPR provide the Client with any
records it deems confidential and exempt from FOIL, HOPR shall clearly mark such portions of those
records as confidential and exempt from FOIL disclosure. Upon any request for disclosure of information
so marked, the Client will inform HOPR of the request and give HOPR ten (10) business days to submit a
written statement of necessity for exempting the records from disclosure pursuant to New York Public
Officers Law 89(5). As required by the Public Officers Law, the Client will issue a determination as to
disclosure within seven (7) business days. If the Client determines that the records shall be disclosed,
HOPR may appeal the Client’s determination within seven (7) business days. Thereafter, the Client shall
respond to HOPR’s appeal within ten (10) business days. If the Client issues an adverse determination,
HOPR may appeal the decision within fifteen (15) days of service by commencing an Article Seventy-Eight
(78) proceeding under New York’s Civil Practice Law and Rules.
.
15.

AUDIT

HOPR agrees that the Client shall, until the expiration of three (3) years after final payment, have
access to and the right to examine, at no cost to the Client, any directly pertinent books, documents, papers
and records of the Consultant and of any of the subcontractors engaged in the performance of and involving
transactions related to this Agreement or any subcontracts.
16.

GENERAL

16.1. Force Majeure. Neither Party will be liable to the other Party for failure or delay in the
performance of a required obligation if such failure or delay is caused by Pandemic, strike, lockouts, riot,
fire, natural disaster, utilities and communications failures, governmental actions or inactions or orders or
restrictions, failure of suppliers, default of common carrier, or any other reason where failure to perform is
beyond the reasonable control of and is not caused by the negligence of the non-performing party, provided
that such Party gives prompt written notice of such condition and resumes its performance as soon as
possible. In the event of such default, delay, or failure to perform, any date or times by which either Party
is otherwise scheduled to perform shall be extended automatically for a period of time equal in duration to
the time lost by reason of the excused default, delay, or failure to perform.
16.2. Governing Law. This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York. Any
provisions herein, in conflict with such laws and rules shall be void and of no effect. The Client is entitled
to the benefits of sovereign immunity coextensive therewith, including immunities from taxation. The
Parties submit to the personal jurisdiction of the State of New York. Any and all state or federal court
proceedings arising under the terms of this Agreement shall be venued in Monroe County, New York.

16.3. Assignment. The Client may not assign or transfer any rights or obligations under this
Agreement or this Agreement itself, in whole or in part, without the prior express written consent of HOPR,
which shall not be unreasonably withheld. HOPR may fulfill any of their obligations under this Agreement
through third party service providers and suppliers upon prior written notice to the Client This Agreement
shall bind and inure to the benefit of the Parties to this Agreement and their respective successors, permitted
transferees, and permitted assigns.
16.4. Survivability. If any provision of this Agreement is held by a court of competent
jurisdiction to be contrary to law, the remaining provisions of the Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect. Any Sections of this Agreement which must survive the termination or expiration of this Agreement
for its intent to remain, including but not limited to, Sections 2, 3 (with respect to the release), 6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 12.1, 12.3, and 12.4, will survive termination or expiration of the Agreement for any reason.
16.5. Notices. All notices and other legal communications permitted or required to be given
under this Agreement shall be deemed to have been duly given (effective as of the time specified herein) if
such notice or communication shall be in writing and given by (i) personal delivery to the Party to be
notified (upon delivery), (ii) electronic mail during normal business hours of the recipient (when sent) or
not sent during normal business hours (on the recipient’s next business day), (iii) registered or certified
mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid (five (5) days after mailing), or (iv) deposit with a nationally
recognized overnight courier, freight prepaid, specifying next business day delivery, with written
verification of receipt (one (1) day after mailing). All communications shall be sent to the respective Party
at its address as set forth in the introductory paragraph to this Agreement or to such email address, facsimile
number, or address as subsequently modified by written notice given in accordance with this Section 12.5.
Any mandatory notices, requests, or demands pursuant to this Agreement shall also be sent, in addition to
the contacts identified above, to the following people:
Client: John D. Goodwin, City Manager, at jdg@canandaiguanewyork.gov
HOPR: Josh Squire, CEO, at josh@gohopr.com
16.6. Relationship of Parties. Nothing herein contained shall be in any way construed as
expressing or implying that the Parties hereto have joined together in any joint venture or liability company
or in any manner have agreed to or are contemplating the sharing of profits and losses among themselves
in relation to any matter relating to this Agreement.
16.7. Entire Agreement. Each Party acknowledges and agrees that this Agreement is the
complete statement of the Agreement between the Parties with respect to the subject matter hereof, and that
this Agreement supersedes all prior proposals, understandings, and arrangements, oral or written, between
the Parties relating to this Agreement. This Agreement may not be modified, amended, supplemented, or
otherwise changed except by a written document executed by an authorized representative of each of the
Parties hereto.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have duly executed and delivered this Agreement as of the
Effective Date.

City of Canandaigua

HOPR

By:

By:

Name: ______________________________

Name:

Title: ______________________________

Title:

Exhibit A
User Fee Schedule for 2021
Pay as You Go
Pedal bike: $1 to unlock and $0.15 per minute
Electric bike and scooter: $1 to unlock and $0.25 per minute*
*for electric there is an additional fee of $0.18 per ride and $0.02 per minute for insurance.
+ Sales tax: 8.13%

Monthly Memberships
Pedal bike: $20 per month, $0 to unlock, 30 minutes free riding time per day, $0.15 per minute thereafter.
Electric bike and scooter: $30 per month, $0 to unlock, 15 minutes of free riding time per day, $0.25 per
minute thereafter. *
*for electric there is an additional fee of $0.18 per ride and $0.02 per minute for insurance.
Sales tax: 8.13%Low Income Monthly Pass
Pedal Bikes: $10 per month, $0 to unlock, 60 minutes of free riding time per day, $0.15 thereafter.
Electric bikes and scooters: $10 per month, 30 minutes of free riding time per day, $0.25 thereafter.*
*for electric there is an additional fee of $0.18 per ride and $0.02 per minute for insurance.
+ Sales tax: 8.13%

Annual Memberships
Not available at this time

Exhibit B
Area of Operations
With-in the City of Canandaigua:
Following locations permit approval process, HOPR will submit a map of the area of operations.
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RTS Bike Share: Canandaigua
Simply Crepes
S Main St / Coy St

Address: 101 S Main St, Canandaigua, NY 14424
Maximum Station Capacity: Small (6 units)
Surface: Concrete
Station Type: Sidewalk
Use: Bikes
Sign Location: East

Siting Notes:
-Available station length: 22'
-Sidewalk width: 24'
=small sign
=bike parking

Sign Dimensions

12-2

RTS Bike Share: Canandaigua
Frequentem Brewing Co
S Main St / Antis St

Address: 254 S Main St, Canandaigua, NY 14424
Maximum Station Capacity: Small (6 units)
Surface: Concrete
Station Type: Sidewalk
Use: Bikes
Sign Location: East

Siting Notes:
-Available station length: 18'
-Sidewalk width: 21' - 30'
=small sign
=bike parking

Sign Dimensions

12-3

RTS Bike Share: Canandaigua
Abbott's Frozen Custard
Lakeshore Dr

Address: 50 Lakeshore Dr, Canandaigua, NY 14424
Maximum Station Capacity: Small (6 units)
Surface: Concrete
Station Type: Sidewalk
Use: Bikes
Sign Location: West

Siting Notes:
-Available station length: 35'
-Sidewalk width: 18'
=small sign

=bike parking

Sign Dimensions
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RTS Bike Share: Canandaigua
Kershaw Park
Lakeshore Dr

Address: 155 Lakeshore Dr, Canandaigua, NY 14424
Maximum Station Capacity: Small (6 units)
Surface: Concrete
Station Type: Sidewalk
Use: Bikes
Sign Location: East

Siting Notes:
-Available station length: 24'5"
-Sidewalk width: 24'5"
=small sign
=bike parking

Sign Dimensions

12-4

RTS Bike Share: Canandaigua
Kershaw Park
Lakeshore Dr

Address: 155 Lakeshore Dr, Canandaigua, NY 14424
Maximum Station Capacity: Extra small (6 units)
Surface: Concrete
Station Type: Sidewalk
Use: Bikes
Sign Location: East

Siting Notes:
-Available station length: 11'
-Sidewalk width: 18'
=small sign

=bike parking

Sign Dimensions

12-5

RTS Bike Share: Canandaigua
Twisted Rail
Lakeshore Dr

Address: 169 Lakeshore Dr, Canandaigua, NY 14424
Maximum Station Capacity: Small (6 units)
Surface: Brick
Station Type: Walking Bridge
Use: Bikes
Sign Location: East

Siting Notes:
-Available station length: 35'
-Sidewalk width: 55'
=small sign

=bike parking

Sign Dimensions

12-6

RTS Bike Share: Canandaigua
CMAC
Marvin Sands Dr

Address: 4355 Lakeshore Dr, Canandaigua, NY 14424
Maximum Station Capacity: Small (6 units)
Surface: Concrete
Station Type: Sidewalk
Use: Bikes
Sign Location: East

Siting Notes:
-Available station length: 21' - 30'
-Sidewalk width: 18' - 50'
=small sign

=bike parking

Sign Dimensions

City of Canandaigua, NY
Friday, March 11, 2022

Chapter 271. Bicycles, Skateboards, Scooters and Skates
[HISTORY: Adopted by the City Council of the City of Canandaigua 10-16-1997 by Ord. No. 21 as
§§ 9.24.090, 9.24.100 and 9.24.101 of Title 9 of the 1997 Municipal Code. Amendments noted where
applicable.]

GENERAL REFERENCES
Parental responsibility — See Ch. 514.
Streets and sidewalks — See Ch. 600.
Vehicles and traffic — See Ch. 648.

§ 271-1. Bicycle helmets required for certain persons.
[Amended 1-7-1999 by Ord. No. 98-021; 4-5-2012 by Ord. No. 2012-003; 6-7-2012 by Ord. No. 2012004]
A.

No person, one or more years of age and less than 16 years of age, shall operate a bicycle unless
such person is wearing a helmet meeting the standards of the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI Z 90.4 bicycle helmet standards) or the Snell Memorial Foundation's Standards for
Protective Headgear for Use in Bicycling.

B.

No person operating a bicycle shall allow a person five or more years of age and less than 16
years of age to ride as a passenger on a bicycle unless such passenger is wearing a helmet
meeting the standards of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI Z 90.4 Bicycle Helmet
Standards) or the Snell Memorial Foundation's Standards for Protective Headgear for Use in
Bicycling.

C. This section shall be administered and enforced in accordance with § 1238 of the Vehicle and
Traffic Law of the State of New York.

§ 271-2. Helmets required for persons operating skateboards,
scooters and rollerblades.
[Added 6-7-2001 by Ord. No. 2001-008; amended 09-20-2001 by Ord. No. 2001-008; 4-5-2012 by Ord.
No. 2012-003; 6-7-2012 by Ord. No. 2012-004]
No person under age 16 shall operate a skateboard, scooter or rollerblades unless such person is
wearing a helmet meeting the standards of the American National Standards Institute or the Snell
Memorial Foundation's Standards for Protective Headgear for Use in Skateboarding.

§ 271-3. Yielding to pedestrians required.
[Added 6-7-2001 by Ord. No. 2001-008; amended 2-1-2007 by Ord. No. 2007-003]
All persons operating a bicycle, skateboard or scooter, or skating, shall, consistent with § 1231 of the
Vehicle and Traffic Law of the State of New York, yield the right-of-way to pedestrians on public
sidewalks and in crosswalks.

§ 271-4. Bicycles, skateboards and scooters in Downtown
Business District.
[Added 6-2-2005 by Ord. No. 2005-008]
A.

Excluding law enforcement officers in the exercise of their duties, no person shall operate a
bicycle on the sidewalk, or a skateboard or scooter on the street or sidewalk within the Downtown
Business District defined as: south of Greig Terrace/Gorham Street, north of Antis
Street/Saltonstall Street, East of Bemis Street extended, west of Center Street and Lafayette
Street, and shall include the downtown public parking lots.
[Amended 2-1-2007 by Ord. No. 2007-003; 7-2-2013 by Ord. No. 2013-005]

B.

Whenever a law enforcement officer has probable cause to believe a skateboard or scooter was
used or is being used in violation of this section, such device may be seized by the law
enforcement officer and held at the Police Department for at least 48 hours and until the owner of
the device appears in person at the Police Department and signs a request for its release. If the
owner is a minor, as defined in § 514-2, the parent or legal guardian of the minor must accompany
the minor and also sign for the release of the device. Seizure of the device does not preclude the
issuance of an appearance ticket for violation of this section.

§ 271-5. Penalties for offenses; assumption of risk.
[Added 5-3-2007 by L.L. No. 1-2007; amended 6-7-2012 by Ord. No. 2012-004]
A.

Except as otherwise provided, any person who shall violate any of the provisions of this chapter
shall, upon conviction, be punishable by a fine not exceeding $250 or imprisonment in the County
Jail of Ontario County for not more than 15 days, or both such fine and imprisonment. Each day
on which any such violation continues shall constitute a separate offense.

B.

The use of the skate park at Jefferson Park is considered a high-risk recreational activity with
inherent risk of serious injury or death. The use of the skate park is an assumption of that risk by
the user. The City of Canandaigua strongly recommends that proper protective equipment such as
helmets, elbow pads, and knee pads be used by all users of the skate park, regardless of age.

